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Publie.,, .. y'  used in strike bargaining 
OTTAWA (CP)- Mounting /~0n~m for public safety has The RCMP in Peace River, Alas., is investigating could add to already widespread shut-downs and work service into Northern Saskatchewan from Saskatocn. Some 
become a strong bargaining tool for striking airport radio 
operators across Canada as "serv)c~ are disrupted and 
report s of "unsafe flying , eomiltlons multiply, 
Pressure applied to the government Wednesday to re-open 
talks with about 1,200 striking marine and ~tr operators 
prompted Transport Minister Don Mazankoweki to tell MPs 
all reports Of dangerous incidents are being invpstlgatod by 
the department. ' 
RUPERT STEEL & 
SALVAGE LTD. 
Seal Cove Rd., Pr. Rupert 
624-S639 , .  
WE BUY copper, brass, all metals, 
batteries, etc. Call us - We are 
open Men. tbroul[h Sat., 8 a.m.-5 p.m. 
Bank 
rateup 
again 
Canadian "interest rates 
took another mighty leap' 
today, casting further gloom 
or; shoppers, business in- 
vestments, housing and a 
'host of other economic ac- 
tivitice. 
"I expect the mortgage 
rate will go up again but I 
don't know who is going to go 
out and pay it," said Howard 
Stulberg, president of the 
Ontario Mortgage Brokers' 
Aseeclatiua, 
Mortgage rates currently 
are 13V4 per cent." Meat 
analysts expect the latest 
Increases will push the rate 
past the 14 per cent level. 
As. expected, Canadian 
chartered banks started 
raising their basic minimum 
lending rate -- the one 
charged to their most credit. 
worthy customers, usually 
corporations -- following the 
move by the Bank of Canada 
to raise the prime to a record 
14 per .cent. 
Two of the blg hanks, the 
Bank of Montreal and 
in.IS per cent from 13~ 
~h~: Ho~6vbr, the 
Bank of Canada, largest In 
the country, raised its prime 
rate to en]y 14V4 per cent, All 
rates are effective Friday. 
The Royal raised its 
savings account rates to 11V4 
from 10% per cent while the 
Bank of Montreal raised 
theirs to 12¥4 per cent, 
"Our savings rate is 
higher than the Royal's," a 
Bank of Montreal 
spokesman said, "It shows 
we really mean it when we 
say we want people to save." 
The spokesman said the 
bank's la~.,st increase was 
an "effort o keep the prime 
rate rining in relation to the 
money market rates." 
"And the money market 
rates have risen 
significantly in North 
America nd at a more rapid 
pace than administered 
• rates." 
While bank Interest rates 
are abnormally high, it must 
be kept In mind that con- 
sumer rates --  for such 
items as hank credit cards, 
car loans, appliance loans -- 
are much higher, usually 
three to five per cent above 
the prime rates. 
Forest Rogers, senior 
economist with the Bank of 
Nova Scotia, suggest hat 
lending institutions may hold 
off for a while before in. 
creasing some borrowing 
rates in hopes of staving off a 
credit boycott. 
suspected sabotage after damage to weather observation 
equ~nsaPmect s t up to replace the striking operators..  
fe conditions such as runway clearance foul-ups and 
loss of runway lights were reported Wednesday inthe House 
of Commons and by the Public Service Alliance of. Canada 
which represents he operators, 
Operators disrupting air traffic at the official opening 
Saturday of Quebec'k-James Bay hydro-electric project 
:~:!': 
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niowdowns. 
A hydro spokesman said Wednesday plans are ready to bus 
journalists and about 2OO guests 130 kilometres tothe project 
site from a private air strip should area airports be shut 
down. 
CP Air has suspended flights into Prince Rupert and 
Terrace, B.C., and Pacific Western Airlines Wednesday 
halted service to Qucanel, B.C. NorcanaL- has cancelled 
t 
Continental Bank of Canada, 
immediately hiked their ate 
-, .... =uov  t go. :  ead: in  1980 
By ED YUDIN 
Herald Staff Water 
The  prov inc ia l  
government will go ahead 
with the development of
the Skoglund Hotaprings 
sometime in 1960 it was 
revealed Wednesday by 
Jim Chabot, provincial 
minister 'of lands and 
parkS. 
Chabot wouldn't reveal 
the exact nature of the 
/ 
Skoglund Hotsprings resort sits in ruin Photo bY Greg MI0dleton 
HO TSPR INGS DEVELOPMENT 
development pending the Monday to reveal further deteriorate, until health 
clearing of "certa in  details of the develop- department official.s 
approvals". ' men t of the hotsprings, closed the pools. The 
"The study of my " I  would give a resort closed shortly 
senior assistant deputy program as I see it as to after last November's 
minister is in my what should take place at floods. The property was 
hands," he commented, the Skoglund Hot- purchased by the 
"But the development springs," he added, province on March 30 
couldn't possibly start  The hotsprings, located through the efforts of 
this year." off. Highway 25 was Cyril Shelford, former 
privately owned at one Skeena MLA and 
Chabot will be in time, but the facility was agriculture minister in 
Terrace this coming allowed to gradual ly  the Bonnett government. 
OVER THE RCMP 
Prov inces  want more  cont ro l  
wrongdoing to hand over 
informatien to him so he can 
prosecute Mounties who 
broke the law in Ontario. 
Federal Solinitor-General 
Allan Lawrence said he Is 
looking for ways to provide 
provincial attorneya-gancral 
with such information, but 
added that the issue 
probably will not be solved at 
this two-day conference. '
OTTAWA (CP) . -  
Provincial attorneys.general 
met behind closed doors 
today with federal ministers 
topreso demands for greater 
control over the RCMP. 
In the eight provinces 
where the RCMP acts as the 
provincial police; attorneys- 
general said they think the 
police should report o them 
rather than to headquarters 
inOttawa. 
Roy MeMurtry, attorney- 
general of Ontario, said 
Ontario and Quebec will be 
looking for more federal 
money to finance their 
provincial police forces, 
McMurtry ' has said he 
wants the federal royal 
commission investlgatlng 
allegations of. RCMP 
Prov inc ia l  a t to rneys -  
Feelings mixed"""" . . . -  ,,, 
and provincial Jurisdictions 
which he said make the 
crindsal Justice system slow 
and expensive, 
Other topics on the agenda 
include Justice Minister 
Jacques Flynn's plans to 
modernize the Criminal 
Code and his more im- 
mediate propsasis to rewrite 
the laws on rape and sexual 
offences, 
Burglar 
Volume 73 No. 206 
NEW YORK (AP)  - -  Some But Armao, said 
followers arepraying for the "recovery without tom- 
deposed shah of Iran's placations I  anticipated" 
recovery from cancer and from the gallbladder 
gallbladder surgery, but surgery. He said the shah, 
others ay they hope he will who celebrates his 60th 
survive only to meet a birthday Friday, will be in 
. capacity as provincial police about the shah trapped the government's freedom- 
of-information bill in- 
hospital for tws to three 
weeks. 
Armao said the shah, 
deposed in January by the 
revolutionary government of
the Ayatollah Ruhollah 
Khomeini, had not wanted 
his long battle with cancer to 
he known because it would 
notbe "in the bast interest of 
hlS country."' 
During the 2½-hour 
operation, about 150 
damoustratars outside the 
hospital shouted anti-shah 
slogans and waved a banner 
reading "A peaceful death is 
too good for the shahl" 
violent death. 
Four Iranian women con- 
ducted a prayer vigil 
Wednesday inside New York 
Hospital for Shah Mohem- 
mad Reza Pahlavl as 
surgeons removed his 
ga l lb ladder .  Outside, 
demonstrators chanted 
"Death to the shahl" 
The shah, whose six-year 
battle with cancer of the 
lymph system was an- 
nounced following the 
operation, was describe d as 
resting comfortably. 
During the procedure, 
doctors ought o determine 
trnduced Wednesday in the 
Commons. 
Lawrence said most 
provisoes do not share his 
government's view that 
government should be more 
open, "including matters 
pertaining to the police," 
"I hope I can make them 
see the light on more open 
procedure," he added. 
The provinces want in 
establish the principle that 
they should control this 
information, but the courts 
have ruled that the RCMP is 
accountable only to the 
federal solicitor-general. 
"I've got the big lever 
behind'me," Lawrence said. 
"I could take the position 
that what happens i  what 1 
say is going to happen, but I 
don't want to take that at- 
titude." 
However, he said, it is 
Important for the RCMP o 
remain a natlenal police 
force. "Law enforcement 
standards hould be the 
same from Vancouver Island 
to Newfoundland," he said. 
Quebec Justice Minister 
Mare.Andre Bedard mild the 
provinces are concerned 
about overlapping federal 
Edmonton operators were fulfilling designated duties 
Wednesday but all operators in Calgary walked off the job. 
How 
about 
a trade 
The union, without a contract since July, 1978, seeks a 15 
per cent wage increase in the first year and a cost of living 
increase in the second year of a two-year contract. Treasury 
board has offered a seven per cent increase in each year of 
the two year Contract. 
• 14 Flavors 
DOTTLE DEPOT 
Beer & Pop Bottles 
4~16 Lozelle Ave. 
Terrace, B.C. 
Open 10 a.m.-5 p.m. daily except Sunday 
Frl.tll l9 pro. 
the extent of the lymphoma, The shah was tried in ab. 
which a team of French, sentla and sentenced to 
special/sin has been secretly death by a revolutionary 
treating, said the shah's court in Iran. A $131,00o 
spokesman, Robert Armao. reward and free trip to 
A 'spokesman for the Mecca have been promised 
bo|pltal, where the shah is in to any person who as- 
$300-aday room nasslnates him. 
surrounded by bodyguards The U.S. state department 
and private security agents, has assured the Iranian 
declined Wednesday to give government the shah's visa 
any further clues to his tsoolyformedlcaltrestment 
condlqon, and not asylum. 
TORONTO (CP) - -  The 
game of big-city politics took 
on major-league status 
Wednesday night when 
Toronto Mayor John Sewell 
was asked ff he was willing 
to be traded to Montreal for 
Mayor Jean Drapeau. 
"Hockey clubs and 
baseball clubs and foothsll 
teams often trade their star 
players," Martin Borner, 
president of a Montreal real 
estate firm, told Sewell after 
the mayor delivered a 
speech to250 members ofthe 
Society of Industrial 
Realtors. 
"Our mayor in Montreal 
seems to be constantly 
spending more then we can 
afford. In view that you are 
running a pretty tight 
financial ship, I wonder if 
you might be available for a 
trade." 
Burner was referring to 
Drapeau 's  grandiose 
projects, such as the 1976 
Olympic Games, 
. FRANK HO WARD 
An inqu i ry  
ca l led  for  
purview of the board of ministrator who resigned 
directors to look at," he Oct. 10, was  hired the 
added, hospital was $400,000 In 
The chairman of the debt. 
hospital board, Wayne "Current ly we are 
Epp, denied Howard's running a surplus in the 
charges that there had neighborhood of over 
been any effect on health $500,000," Epp said. "If 
ears. that 's  poor ad- 
"The only thing af- ministratlottI 'dlikemore 
fecting the health care in of it." 
this area is the Epp went on to say the 
irresponsible reporting Herald articles and a 
you people (The Daily column by Herald Editor 
Herald) have dune,"Epp Greg Middleton have 
said. affected staff morale and 
Epp said that four "set back health care in 
years ago when John this area about three 
.Allen, the hospital ad- years." 
By ED YUDIN 
Herald Staff Writer 
' F rank  Howard, the 
MIA for Skeena, has 
urged Health Minister 
Bob McClelland to 
conduct a full scale in- 
vestigation into the ad- 
ministrative operations 
of Mil ls Memorial 
Hospital. Howard says 
• such an investigation 
should also examine the 
level of health care in the 
Terrace-Kitimat Area. 
Howard's request comes 
on the heels of a 
disclosure that John 
Allen, the former ad- 
min ist rator  of Mills 
Memorial ,  has been 
charged with 13 cottons of 
fraud in connection with 
his expense accounts. 
'Tm asking Me- 
Clelland simply to in- 
volve himself  in an 
: ex~n!i~ttion of_the . level 
~f ~health-eare available, 
not 0nly in Mills 
Memorial but in the area 
in general ,  pr imar i ly  
because of the turmoil 
that has been going on 
amongst the staff there 
and the resignations and 
cur rent  vacanc ies , "  
commented Howard. 
He poInted out that 
taxpayers fund about 90 
per cent of the hospital's 
activities and it should be 
insured that "health care 
is delivered in an efficient 
way." 
"Obviously there is 
something at the 
operat ional  evel that 
needs to he examined and 
would seem beyond the 
ALLEN FACES 
FRAUD CHARGES 
John Allen, the former head of Mills Memorial 
Hospital,,was charged with 1~ c0unta of fraud 
,~W~T~,~,-~,~.~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . .  . . . . . .  , .... 
The charges, laid as the result of a more thao 
two-month investigation by the Terrace RCMP, 
• ~nclude 12 counts involving sums under $200 and 
i count over $200. The information alleges the 
fraud was committed in connection with expense' 
accounts. 
In the period between January, 1978, and April,' 
1979, Allen is alleged to have obtained uplicate 
-ebates on air fares from both the Terrace and 
District Hospital Association and the B.C. Health 
t~ssoctation. 
Allen resigned as administrator f the hospital 
Oct. 10, citing poor health as the reason. 
Nursing Supervisor Shirley. Bently is acting 
administrator and a former accountant who 
resigned in the summer, Graham Palmer, has 
returned to take over the accounting at the 
hospital and act as business manager. 
Allen is scheduled to appear in court Nov. 5 to 
face the charges. Allen has been at the hospital 
for four years. 
Hear ings cal led farce 
VANCOUVER (CP) -- A 
United Fishermen and Allied 
Workers official' says a 
National Energy Board 
hear/ng on plans to transport 
Alaskan nil to the United 
States is a farce -- but It's 
not the board's fault, 
"The NEB should have a 
reepouslbllity to inquire into 
the marine environment 
impact of an oil spill, but 
VANCOUVER (CP)  - -  A cannot d0so under the terms 
Tram Mountain estimates 
the project will cost ~00 
million. 
Thomllnson said the 
board's limited terms of 
raferenoe Is the reason the 
West Coast oil ports inquiry 
was set up two years ago to 
look into the question of oil 
bungling burglar who got of the act that crested it 20 
trapped in a downtown years ago," Arnle 
store's ventilating shaft will Thomllnaon said Wednesday 
be sentensed Nov. 14 on in an interview. "Its hands 
charge of breaking and are tied, and that's a hun. 
entering dlcap. 
Albert'Alexander Bay, 22, "The fact that the NEB is 
of Vancouver was convicted powerless to ask questions 
Wednesday in provincial on the impact of an oil tanker 
court, spill on the B.C. marine 
Bay was discovered early environment makes the 
Sept. 5 when an employee of bearing a farce indeed." 
the Army and Navy The board is hearing Trails 
department store heard a Mountain Pipe Line Co.'s 
person shouting for help and plan to build an oil port at 
knocking on the inside of an Low Point, Wash. The 
unised ventilator shaft at the company wants to bring 
mezzanine l vel. Alaskan oil by tanker to the 
Police and firemen with proposed port, then ship it to 
ropes and pulleys hauled Edmonton in a planned 
Bay, who was unhurt, 18 pipeline, then to Chicago by 
metres back up the shaft, pipeline. 
spill, when Kltlmst Oil Pipe 
Line Co. proposed an oil port 
at Kit/mat, B.C,, to receive 
spill on the Canadian marine 
environment. 
Foothills has a competing 
$1.6 billion plan to build an 
all-land pipeline from 
Falrhanka, Alaska, to Ed. 
monton for pumping to 
Chicago. 
Decis ion 
Alaskan oil. 
Dr. Andrew Thompson, o n  water 
who headed the West Coast laoueofanumherof wi th in  
intervenors against Trans 
the week "I suggest hat the act 
VANCOUVER (C'P) -- The 
Aluminum Co. of Canada 
Ltd. will learn wlthin a week 
whether a 1950 water llcence 
allows it to cut trees without 
permission from the forest 
service. 
The llcence allows the 
company to expand its 
Kemano hydroelectric 
power plant and and a 
planned dam will flood 
thousands of acres in north. 
central British Columbia. 
Bilckart said a decision is 
expected within a week, 
creating the . NEB be 
amended right away," 
Tbomllnaon said. "It would 
require only a minor 
amendment tocompel Truss 
Mountain to produce all the 
needed studies on the affect 
of an oil spill on the marine 
environment fight out to the 
200-mile territorial imit." 
Since the hearings began 
Oct. 15, Truss Mountain has 
said little in response to 
environmentalists and 
Foothills Oil Pipe Line Co. 
about the effects of an oil 
Kemano workers back exec 
Members of the Canadian Association of Smelter 
and Allied Workers, local 1, at Kemano have voted 
overwhelmingly to support the stand taken by the 
union executive. 
CASAW broke off negotiations for a revised contract 
with Alcan Smelter and Chemicals Ltd. when the 
company refused to withdraw disciplinary action 
against wo Kemano employees for refusing to work 
scheduled overtime. 
The union executive has taken the stand that Alcan's 
latest offer, circulated by the company to all em- 
ployees, has not been negotiated. 
CASAW members at Kemano voted 94 per cent in 
favour of the stand taken by their executive at a 
meeting Tuesday. 
CASAW members In Fdtlmal will declde today 
whether or not to support he posltlon taken by their 
executive at meetings cheduled for I0 a.m. at the 
Leglon Hall and 7:30 p.m. at Mount Elizabeth Senior 
Secondary. 
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NEW YORK (AP) -- 
Cheaper Saudi Arabian 
crude oil gives the four 
largest U.S. oil companies a 
profit advantage over 
competitors who rely on 
more costly crude, industry 
officints ay. 
One of the four, Mobil 
Corp., said Wednesday its 
third.quarter profits had 
risen 131 per cent over the 
corresponding period last 
year. Another, Exxon Corp., 
the world's largest oil 
company, said Monday 
profits had risen 118 per cent 
for the quarter. 
The other two ccmpenies, 
Texaco Inc. and Standard Oil 
Co. of California (Chevron), 
have yet to release third. 
quarter figures. 
Even companies without 
the advantage of the Saudi 
crude oil -- which costs le~ 
than oil from other members 
of the Organization of 
Petroleum Export ing 
Cheap Saudi oil meant profits 
Countries --  are turning in 
large third.quarter arnings 
gains. 
Standard Oil Co. of Ohio, 
the 14th-largest U.S. oil 
company, said Wednesday 
its profits in the July- 
September period had 
almost tripled from last 
year's figures. Tenth-rnnked 
Sun Co. said profits had risen 
6,5 per cent in the quarter. 
Cities Service Co. and 
Marathon Oil Co,, virtually 
an absolut,5 and utter barrel and then either sail It 
disgrace." unrefined for a profit or 
Mobil, the cecend.largest refine it into gasoline, 
U.S. oil company, said its heating oil and other 
profits in the third quarter products. 
were tS~ mBton, or ~.8o a 
share, compared to ~2 Theaveragepriceofurude 
million, or $1.~ a share, in from the OPEC members b 
last year's third quarter, more than ~ a barrel, and 
Sales rme to $12.1 billion Libya charges aa much as 
frmn $9.3 billion. • ~6.g'/a barrel for its high. 
For the first nlae months quality oiL Prices on the spot 
oftheyenr, Mobil had proflts market, where oil not sold 
of $1./4 billion, or ;8.77 a under lnng-term contracts 
changes hands, are',even higher. 
But while the Aramco 
partners are paying at least 
a barrel less for their off, 
their product prices in meat 
places are the same as thv~ 
of companies using hlghe~ 
priced crude as a raw 
ingredient. ' , 
Among the other oil cam, paules ano~nclag earnings 
Wednesday: 
-- Sohlo said Its profits 
lied for 17th pmition among share, up 81 per cent from 
U.S. oil companies, said ;792 million, or ~.74 a share, 
profits were up 64 per cent last year. Sales for the first 
end 58 per cent, respectively, three quarters rme to 133.2 
In Wushtogton, the House billion from ~8.7 billion. 
of Representatives, ap- Exxon, Mobil, Texaco and 
perentiy upset by the huge Chevron are partners in the doing this because our cesta 
profits being pasted by the Arabian-American 0il Co. have moderated and we 
industry, voted 2~-te-189 to (Aramce), whleh runs the wanted to pass on the 
retain price and aHneation Saudi oilflalds and receives savings to consumers." , 
controls on gasoline through the bulk of Suudi Arabia's 9.5 Bowles said the price cut 
mid-19ei, million barrel-a-day oil "You probably won't was not required either by 
House Speaker Thomas production, believe this," said Robert energy department price 
O'Neill said the profits are The four companies buy Bowles, generalmanager for controls or voluntary anti- 
"a disgrace to the nation .., the Saudi crude all for $18 a operations of Chevron USA, inflation guidelines. ' 
One lowers prices 
SANFRANCISCO.(AP) - -  Standard 's  d0mestic!. 
Standard Oil of Colitornis markeUng firm, "but we are 
announced Wednesday it is 
dropping Its wholesale prices 
zor gasoline, diesel fuel and 
heating dl by three cants a 
gallon, 
q 
Clark claims offshore oil rights 
country's underlying law, authority to retain ultimate 
only as an "emergency" control of offshore re. 
power, sources. 
"We do not contemplate Trudeau asked Clark to 
invoking those powers," the say whether the new 
prime minister said in Progressive Conservative 
response to Trudeau's government is transferring 
question over Parliament's Jurisdiction and ow~erhehip 
OTTAWA (CP) -- Prime no intention of invoking such 
Min is ter  C la rk  powers. 
acknowledged Wednesday Clark told Opposition 
the federal government Leader Pierre Trudeau in 
retains conotitutionnl power~ the Commons he regards the 
to take over Jurisdiction and so-called eclaratory power 
ownership of Offshore contained in the British 
resources, but he said he has North America Act, the 
Quebec gov't workers out 
MONTREAL (CP) --  A 24- 
hour strike by 50,000 govern- 
ment employees began early 
today with workers at about 
15 hospitals and is to apron~z 
to another 15 and other areas 
as the workers protest 
lagging contract alks with 
the Quebec government. 
The hospital walkout, 
which involves mainly 
support staff, began at 
midnight EDT. Others, in. 
cluding profess ional  
workers, are to Join them 
later in the day, along with 
THURSDAY 
Cont'd 
Cont'd 
;45 Cont'd 
Tonight 
145 Tic Tac 
Dough 
Rogers 
145 Cont'd 
Cont'd 
social service workers and 
some Junior college 
professors.. 
The law requires essential 
services in hasplteis to he 
maintained. 
The workers are members 
of the Confederation of 
National Trade Unions, one 
of three labor federations in 
the so-called common front 
which bargains for 200,000 
public employees -- roughly 
two-thirds of the public 
payroll. 
The three federations put 
previous Union Nationals against striking now, while 
and Liberal governments on QFL leaders have decided 
the spot with highly- not to exerctso their strike 
publicized walkouts. But this mandate immediately. 
time the Centrals de PEn- 
seignement du Quebec, the The strike vote was even • 
province's biggest teachers' tight within the CNTU and 
union, and the Quebec some of the federation's 
Federation of Lahor have unions were net expected to 
decided - -  for now -- not to walk out today because reset 
participate, of their members did not 
The 85,000 CEQ members, approve strike action now, 
who teach at most of Contracts in the common 
Quehec's primary and front expired June 30 and 
secondary schools and some both sides want new pacts 
junior colleges, voted signed by Clwistmse 
5 p.m. to midni[ht 
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of offshore resources to the 
provinces "only until Such 
time as Parliament wants to 
bring them hack." 
The Clark government will 
soon begin talks with the 
provinces on broad areas of 
agreement announced 
ear l ie r  th is  month  con-  
cern ing  the  t rans fer  of 
ownership of offshore min. 
oral resources. 
The Liberals campaigned 
against complete transfer 
daring the spr i~ election, 
argnin8 that a strong central 
government was e.saential. 
The Liberals had previously 
agreed to give the provinces 
75 per-cent control ~vhlle 
Ottawa retained 25 per cent. 
Trudean said outside the 
Commons he is sticking with 
his campaign position. The 
significance of Clark's an- 
swer was that the govern- 
ment did not intend to invoke 
the declaratory power, 
Trudeau said. 
A ~pokesman for Clark 
said there was no immediate 
plan to propose amending 
that section of the con. 
stltution. 
Clark said the transfer of 
ownership of offshore 
resources was undertaken to
bring that area into line with 
provincial control ot un- 
dergrotmd resources. 
The declaratory proylainn 
:would apply in bet~,~si~ll~,.~v 
'"said. ~" 
Trudeau offered in 
February to limit Ottawa's 
tradillnnal power to take 
over provincial enterprises 
considered critlcial to the 
general advantage of 
Canada. 
• The move was greeted 
vith approval by, all 
)rovinces but Manitoba, 
,hi,It ~ld!~ the.~ c~,ra l  
5 ~ h o ~ i t b  
powtr. ,': ~,' 
Oilawa has used the power 
in the past to take over 
regulation ofsome railways, 
the marketing of wheat 
during the 1930s Depression 
and the uranium industry 
during the Second World 
War. 
The offshore resources 
agreement states that Ot- 
tawa will continue to hold 
Jurisdiction for the 
protection of the environ- 
ment, national defance, 
customs and excise, shipping 
and navigation, external• 
affairs and the management 
of international and in- 
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NEWS BRIEFS I 
rme lgl per cent in the third ~ 
quarter, to S366.2 million 
from 1125.7 million. MONTREAL .(CP)/,'--- ,,Thatmanwasnot anani- 
About 1,000 Mohe~vk mat," a 73,year-old woman 
-- Sun said.its profits in moiu.nerstrailedtbrongh:the said after Crose's body was 
• the third quarter were $174.3 rainat nearLy Caughnawaga lowered into the grave and 
million, up i from $105.4 Indian reserve Wedr, eeday given the last rites in the 
million last year. " on their way to I~u'y David Mohawk language.. 
- -  Cities Service said its Cross. the 28.vearold b~and "He had a soul," said the 
third.quarter p ofits rose to membersi~Aandkilled~ya woman, identifying herself 
~6.1 million from $52.6 Quebec  prov ina ia l  latarsaMrs.ScottJacebs, a 
mill/on last year. policeman last weekend, babysitter of the Cress 
• - -  Marathon said third, children, 
quarter profits rose to 179.7 A black Itmomine l~d the "They treat us like 
million from t~O.S million, solemn three.kilbl~,etre anlwala,, but we've never 
precession, bearing a huge shot down a man llke that JACKAL noral arrange'ment spelling ourselves, Our hearts are 
the name David. broken." 
* SAID Windfa l l  tax l i ke ly  
AFTER WASHING~rON (AP) - -  Thomas O'Neill, speaker 
PRINCESS The surge of profits p ted of the He. of Rupresen. 
by major U.S. oil c~npaniea tativen" called the oil- 
maybe helping supporters of industry profits announced 
LOS ANGELES a windfall tan on addiilesal this weck "a disgrace to the 
(Ranter) --  Police end revenues the industry will be nation." 
FBI agents are hunting for an Irish Repuhilnan taking in as a result of oil "It's Just an absolute and 
price decmtrol, utter dtsgrace." 
Army "Jackal" believed Among the third.quarter 
to have plotted to President Carter planned 
assassinate Princess to drop by a White House profits was Exxon'a surge of 
Margaret, security breakfast today for mere- 118 per cent, to a net inSome 
sources aid today, hersofacsalitionsupporUng of $1.1 billion. Conoco's 
The sources said the the tax. profits were up 134 per cent 
and Gulf's up 97 per cent, 
detectives also were Later, members o~ the Na- O'Neill told reporters 
building up a profile of the 
would.be assassin, who t/anal Citizens' Coalition for Wednesday the oil company 
they believe has a U.S. 'the Windfall Profits Tax profit statements "should 
work card enabling him were meetln8 with members send a message tothe Senate 
to live permanently in the of the Senate to push for to get a windfall profits tax 
United States. passage of the tax. out and a strong one."  
The"  un ident i f ied  
suspect has been A id  j us t  t r i ck les  
nicknamed Jackal b,v po- 
lice from the book The WASHINGTON (AP) --  the U,S, government Wed. 
Day of the Ja~.kal, which U.S. aid is getting through to nesday to providing $69 rail- 
deals with a" plot to starving Cambediam -- but lion in aid in an effort to 
assassinate President only in a trickle -- and tens avert "a tragedy of 
Charles de Gaulle of of thousands of people are genocidal proportion." 
France. flecking to the Thailand He also urged Americans 
border in dceperation, state to make private con- The' suspect was 
reported by police and department officials say. tributlons and a group of 
sources close to the royal Against the backdrop of religiousleaders appealed to
party to have plotted to those assessments and the United Nations to 
kill. Princess Margaret predictions that as many*as sponsor "an immediate 
last Friday while she was three million Cambodians massive airlift" of food and 
in Los Angeles. are on the verge of starving; , medicalsupplles by U.S, and 
Police raided a Los President Carter committed Soviet military forces. 
Angeles motel the " ~ "," : :~ 
wed.s .y, .Left ists  I take  ov, er,: the day the :p .r.fltcesiar: ~. " 
rived, but the suspect had SAN SALVADOR (Apy~ ~ G~ori~l" GalI~B~ Valdos, 
fled the day before, the Almost 1,000 leftists oc- Undersecretary Maria 
.so.urces said., cupied the labor and Teresa de Avile and 30 other 
The 49-yasr-old prin. economy ministries and held hostages. 
cesa spent Wednesday in four cabinet officiak and 130 They demanded release of 
an exclusive San Fran- other persons hostage, all political prisoners and 
cisco hotel under tight so- demanding higher wages, information on the fate of 
curry, price controls and release of about 500 persons they said 
Princess Margaret political prisoners from the disappeared while in police 
leaves focr Cleveland later Junta that tack power in E! custody before President 
teday nn the last leg af her Salvador 10 days ago. Carlos Humberto Romere 
two-week tour of the About 100 of the leftists, was ousted Oct. 15. 
United States to raise armed with pistols and At first they said they 
funds for the Royai Opera~ n~chetes, :tSck' over the would stay until theirS, 
iaI~ofldbn, ~'~ n ~t~yOo~lub~f~Qre  '~tnumdt W, ere,,niet,:.tben~ 
In Dublin, senior noon Wednesday~ They said they would leave in 24 
sources in the IRA denied seized Labor Minister hours. 
an assassin had been sent 
to Lca Angeles to kill Po l i ce  back  in  sadd le  
Princess Margaret. 
Los Angeles police and NEW GLASGOW, N.S. force has been on strike 
the FBI here have (CP) -- Town police sinceMmday. 
clamped down on in- returned to work this The New Glasgow set- 
formaton on the mattor, morning following settle- . tlement came after a 
An FBI official said me, ut,.,,~l, their contract meeting Wednesday night 
merely that theo,~re~u~l dispute with town ~ficlats between the union executive 
was lnvestig~t~'lgv a~ • ~at~sW.e~y ....... ,.~ ,,... ...... and: Allan MaeLeod, 
alleged threat ~gainst . . . . .  Tbe~end.~t their wsek-10ng,,,, chairman; of~ the~ town 
Princess Margaret in- strike came almost 24 hours council's police commiseisn. 
volving the IRA. after police in Truro settled Earlier, the town council 
But security sources their wage dispute with the decided to offer the striking 
said privately that the town and returned to work. policemen the same salary 
increase in absolute dollars 
police and FBI are In Amherst, negotiations as was agreed upan in Trure. 
looking for a man between the Police The proposed contract was 
believed to have been Association of Nova Scotia unaminously approved by 
born in Ireland and now . and town officials were to striking policemen at a 
living in the United start this afternoon. The 17- meeting after negotiations 
States. He was said to member Amherst police ended. 
have made several trips 
to Ireland and also trips Recession seen  soon  to Eastern Europe using 
various ideatition. WASHINGTON (AP) --  Wittovsen said In a speech 
The "Jackal" ap. The world faces a serious ~ an economics symposium 
parenily plotted to kill recession that will begin in wmnesday niRht that the 
Princess Margaret when the United States and spread world economy is in a much 
to other countrice, warns the ' more precarious ' situation 
former managing director of now, because of the recent 
the International Monetary oil.price increases, than it 
/ 
The aanouacement of he 
imminent development of 
the Skoglund Hotsprings has 
fueled speculation as to the 
nature of the government's 
~[ans. 
Dave Maroney,.the mayor 
The Herald, Thursday. October 25, 1979 Page 3 
Nurses  sa id  cheaper  
VANCOUVER ~CP) -- In- province is still an popular opinion, health care 
creasing the number of inadequate quota," Graham costs in Canada remain 
graduates from the said. "We agree with the "pretty stable" in relation to 
University of British concept ofhealth care teams the greas national product 
Columbia's medical school but where do you draw the and compared to other 
will encourage the rise of line regarding the number of countries, He said the U.S. 
health care corn in the prov. doctors?" system "is out of control", 
inces, says Dr, Robert Evans suggested a closer And he added that moving 
Evans, one of Canada's evaluation, by governments medical services into the 
leading health care if necessary, of the ef- private sector either by 
econordiste, fectiveness of health care private insurance or by 
The university would be services as well as an extra billings by doctors 
better advised to turn out analysis of manpower e. would increase the total 
more nurse practieners or qulremente, coats as they move outside 
dental assistants instead of He said contrary to government restraints. 
sn increased number of 
highly qualified physicians 
and dentist, with e x - M c K a y  to r u n  pactatione of high inemnes, 
he told a public lecture, 
Analysis at McMaster 
University in Ontario ByEDYUDIN proachod by a number of 
showed that nurse prac- Her~ddStaffWH~r pooplesuggesttngshorunfor 
tioners can handle 50 to 60 Diana McKay, known for school board trustee. 
par cent of the work of her role as chairman of the 
half the cast in training and mittee, will seek a seat on i .u  ! .1  ee 
A study in Saskatchewan In making ,the an- c111e I showed that high school nouneement Monday, she 
graduates with two of it wiil her f st 
special training can look attempt at becoming a 
after 80 to 90 per cent of trustee. DELTA, B.C. (CP) -- A 
childrens' dentistry "at a "I will try to bring a B.C. Police Commission 
hotsprings quality as good as, or better common sense approach TO investigation has cleared 
than, the general dentist," issues," she said in ex- Delta police chief Mervyn The at Lakelse Lake stand deserted now Photo by Gre0 ~ldelston Evans continued, plalning she had no ax TO Smith and three other of- 
He said such a change is grind, but rather was an ricers of all charges can- Everyone has plans for it reeisted beeause there Is Interested andconcerned nectedwlththedinpoaalof nowhere to put all the parent. McKay, 31, is the used police cars. 
existing doctors and dentists mother of four children and 
and there is a tendency that has lived in Terrace for 19 But the commlsston said 
once health eare workera re Wednesday the R~ will years. 
After playing a sigulflgant continue its investigation ByEDYUDIN of Terrace, sees a similar would like to see them there sldhill, andofcom, sa~goed Cyril Shelford, former in piace it is dlfflcult o shift role in the formation of tho into possible criminal 
HeraldgtaffWrtier facility to the one that again because a lot of local size swimming pool. MLA for Skeena, was the them. 
existed before the shutdown people made use of them A larger scale project prime mover for a public However Dr. Donald CaseleHailHomeandSchool charges involving other 
of the hotsprings, only this before and would use them 'would likely attract tourists, takeover of the facility. As Graham, associate dean of Asaociailoo, she was ap- members of the Delta force. 
time he expects the project again," he said. Maroney speculated that S~elford had envisioned it, theUBCmediealschool, eaid 
wfllbeonalargerscule, travel agencies could con- thehotspringswouldserviee in a later hate . l ,  that K i t i m a t  N D P  e l e c t i o n  
Msroney envisions a duct winter and summer 100,000 people a year, The although admissions have 
"Th~-e are things that facility that would include a tours of Smithers, Hazeiton government would pump' ha risen to 100 this year from The NDP club in Kitimat 
were there before and I motel, golf course, a smfiil and the Nasa area. tS million to reconstruct the about 80 in 1976 and a met Oct. 16'for their annual 
F o res t ervi  ce i o ---o v ing  facility. The new revised proposed increase ta120 next hotsprings would include a year, this is still only about election of officers. The new 
.~ ~ ~ motel, park and picnic half the number of doctors executive ismade up almost 
• facilities, convention cen~e, entering B.C. from other mtireiy of new officers. 
' provinces. Former  secretary .  
and marina dock, among "We feel that 120 B.C. treasurer Rob Gofflnet is the TranaferofPrtnceRupert, 8ained by the move, "malnly puint Of view", and would centlnueseheadquartemfor othe ideas. 
doctors for the" whole of the new president, Other new Forest Region headquarters because  Smi thers '  mean aubetanUal savings in the recently-created North The present member for 
underway..,... '~ . . . . :  The Prince RuporiForest In addition, he said, staff of 19. how the government should D E T O X  
making the an- Region covers ap. Ja'actieaily aU the larger Bilckert sees, the entire proceed. Frank Howard 
nouncement~ .Regional! .. l~oximatnly 315,9e0 square ~mourne agencies already move being eempleted by HEAD 
Manager Jack ~Btic~ert said :..~' kilofnst~. (122,000 souare have their headquarters in late next year, by which time indicated the first decision to 
he made is whether to raze The Pacifio low respon. SPEAKS about75 minietrT,parsm~nel, mtles);extendatothe~en Smithera. These include it is expected all Reglenai the old faetlity and bulld new sible for the windy Wed- 
would be affected, in the North, CapuCsutionin lands, fish and wildlife, persannelinSmitherswillho 
• the South, TO the queen mines, water rights, parks "housed innew facilities, structures, or simply nesday tracked across The North West Alcohol 
He said the move had been Charlotte Islands in the West and agrleulinre, renovate the old one. He Alaska overnight. This and Drug Counselling 
"in planning stage for and in Endako in the East. "These ere the agencies The reglceal headquarters e~visions a multi-purpose feature will generate some Service will hold a public 
enmetime and that a gradual we are doing business with isourrentlylonatedlnPrince us ,with construction of a snow as it drifts over the meeting in recognition of
tramfer to personnel started Because of its more almost on a day-to.day Rupert Market Square area. greenhouse and .arboretum, northern Yukon today. Alcohol Awareness Week 
in 1975." There are already central location, the rnglenal basis," he explained. Whether or not the new heated from the natural Southerly winds will tanlght aft:30 p,m. in the 
some 50 Ministry people manager explained, The upooming move witl not district manager and his swings. The tourist section continue to deliver mild ntwses'loungeatKitimat 
stationed in smithers. Smithers as a regional leave Prince. Rupert com- staff will be headquartered would cater to a 'family Pacific air to northern'B.C. General Hospital. 
Btickert said there were a headquarters i "far more pletely void of ministry there has not yet been rather than a convention " and the southern Yukon. A The key note speaker 
number of advantages tobe efficient from a logistics personnel. The city will decided, clientele, he says. storm embedded in this flow will be Paul Henke, ad- 
. . . . . . . . .  " : :  ~. ..'.; . . . . . . . . . . .  "There is a need to will spread rain over nor- minlatratorof.thePdnce 
...... , . =i/'~" /.:.,~;::. e~amlne the~:ec6nomic thernBC;,kterteday. ' GeorgeDetexUniL'~ 
I l l  these," he added. ~::~:::~:::~:~:::::::~::::::~:~:::::::~:::::::..:~:::~:::..:::~::~:.::~:~.::::~.:.~.~:~..;...:;~::.~;:;:;~.~.:.:.~....:.~....:.~.~....:.:.:~:.~.:.:.:.:.:.~:.~.~.~:.~.:.~.:.:.:.~.~.:.~.~.::: ".v, 
VANCOUVER,CP,--Hu. depression deepened, she The baby was taken away evidence that human hetter idea on how elone this i!i ught w,th your sales down iii man Resources Minister Jumped lnto the well wlth her by two social workers, resources offlelala tried to speculation approaches 
Grace McCarthy said son. Scarfo said,' despite manlier Mrs. Simonetto's reality when Jim Chahot • 
Wednesday she is in- After three days treatment assurances that the mother improvement while she was comes to Terrace on Mow ...:: .:.: ;.;. :.:. vesUgatlng al|egation~ by a in a local hmpitai the baby would remain in hospital if undergoing therapy, day. ~::: ~ . .:.: 
Surrey doctor that her was transferred to the care that would prevent the baby :::: _~-> Before you re swamped with over- :::: 
ministry was partially at of his father and Mrs. from being removed from 
Surreyfault in the suicide death of a m o t h e r  Simonetto Rivervlew,,,a...the h o m e . s  FALL NK-UP f i ~ ~ "  - '~ '~- '~  °°  head '  cal l  your  adver t i s ing  repre" iii! 
_ . .  - . . . p yc ie institution "lit.:'.'/ A~ft, t~.,~,dljseusaln . the I!/V~t.._ , '  ~ , ~'~..~ sentative of The Herald Sales ii! 
.ur. :Jonn ~carto .n as . nearby Coqultium,,,nnd,.then::~atter~ W,~/hb:jOh, =~h~o i i ! i~' -~.  ' //~,~.,~l~.....~--~a-wiit'..s~--when our experienced i~i 
cnurgea mat me mmmry'~..return6d'to . . . .  Surrey MemOrl~lr ~ .~ ".." . . . . . . . .  . 
• deputy human" resources UP to ~iR ~:': :" " " :':' and the Crown counsel's Hmpitsl for treatment. 
office drove Camilla Scarto said that after two $24.89 pius tax nclud-es ~:~:~p>J . / .~~'  ?adver t l smgcounse|orp |ansanew :::: 
weeks of treatment, MRS. ~" ~2,~72;;:~::,:I,~" O IL  AND F ILTER % ~ a d v e r l i s i n g  program for you. i/i 
,itaLeontinued ' : ' " : ' : : : ; ' "~ , , ,  ,~°~i l ,  i u r g e d t h e  .~,.,,,.,,. ~ " ~  l !ii" dally I ! " "  
s depart-attempted iiii!ili;!!!!~i~':::" ........ ~ ~  i I ~  h rold ti wa8 in a ~ h,,.,,,., " 
,hen she :,~,'7:~"" 
was in . . ,  . . . . .  !i!i!!:i!::i:";':'::'"""terrace totes Ford Sales Ltd. - by regional :i:~:':" ~ "~.3 '~~~  "" :~..~ 
, , ,  ' '  ,v. , , ,4 , -  ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
officers are Herminlo 
Borralho, vice-president, 
Wantha Williams, secretary, 
Char lot te  Wel ters ,  
treasurer, and Leni Sluyter, 
mernhership secretary. 
New director-organizers 
• are Ajtt Boparai, Ray Brady, 
Zeke Damaso, Rob Greu, 
Andy Hyland, Klaue 
Meuller, Jr., Surj/t Slngh 
and Risk Sullivan. 
All members of the new 
executive have had either 
past NDP executive x- 
perience or campaign 
canvassing knowledge 
during .past elections. 
Other business discussed 
concerned a "going away" 
party to honor past president 
Jennifer Davies, and some 
discussion took place 
regarding, futur ~. social 
activities for the chth come 
Simonetto, 33, to her death. 
The woman hanged herself 
after being charged with the 
attempted murder of her 
infant son. ' 
"You Just don't make 
allegations like that (without 
Woof)," McCarthy said. "He 
',going to have to prove it 
from a lngal point of view." 
The attempted murder 
charge stemmed from an 
incident Sept. 21 in which 
Mrs. Simo~ette and her baby 
were rescued from a water- 
filled well. 
Scarfo said the separation 
of mother and child was 
unnecessary for the child's 
protection and had a 
devastating effect on the 
mother. 
"No attempt appeared to 
have been made by human 
resources at any time to 
consider the condition of the 
mother," he said in an in- 
tervlew. 
Scerfo said that after the 
baby was born, "Mrs. 
Simonetto suffered from 
post-partum depression, 
could not nurse the baby and 
felt shamed. When the 
Mai r  ta lks  
f i sh  w i th  
Japanese  
VICTORIA (CP) -- En- 
vironment Minister Rare 
Malr says he has held 
discussions with Japanese 
olflclais about hat country's 
involvement In British 
Columbia's fishing industry. 
Malt, currently on a trip to 
Japan and South Korea, said 
he outlined the province's 
concerns nd expect,, to hold 
more serious disousslons at a 
later date. 
A report released earlier 
this year by the govern- 
ment's marine resources 
branch shewed that foreign 
Investment in the industry, 
rticularly by Japan, was 
more widespread than 
first believed. 
Simonetto was ready to 
return home where she could 
complete the recovery with 
the help of her husband and 
close relatives taying with 
the family. 
He said he told the human 
resources office that the 
woman was about to be 
discharged, thinking the 
ministry would provide 
follow-up services. 
Instead, he was told the 
child would be apprehended 
by welfare officiak if the 
mother eturned home and 
that attempted murder 
charges were being laid. 
"They sentenced her to re- 
main in the hespitel when 
she should have gone home," 
he said. 
minister, the baby was 
returned and a Judge ruled 
that he baby should remain 
home with his father while 
the mother 
treatment in hospital. 
Scarfo said he urged the 
attorney-general's 
merit o drop the attempted 
murder charge, arguing that 
the mother 
psychotle state w   
committed the act. 
But he said' he was in. 
formed 
wneecutor AIHoem that the 
charge would stand. 
That afternoon, Scarfo told 
Mrs. Simooetto that she 
could expect more delays in 
having the charges dropped. 
Two days later, she slipped 
away from the hospital and 
was found hanging in a barn. 
Scarfo said there was no 
[ 
Home 
Town 
Concert 
Laurie 
Thain 
Yri. & Sat. Oct. 2(; & 27 
$4.00 Adults $3.00 Students & Seniors 
8:00 P.M. 
Terrace Liffle Theatre 
3625 Kalum Street 
T ickets -  McColl Real Estate 
Terrace Little'Theatre Is proud to present Laurie 
Thaln In concert at their Llffle Theatre building on 
Kalum Strut. 
Laurie, who has recently won Ihe highly-acclaimed 
DuMaurler Surch For The Sters comloetlllon, will be 
returning to Toronto after her concert here to be taped 
on the Tommy Hunter Show, airing on CBC Television 
on Dec. 14 and Jan. 11. 
Laurie Is busy preparing a special evening for her 
friends on the 26th and 27th, and looking forward to 
seeing everyone there. 
Tlckels are available now at McColl Real Estate, and 
we suggest you buy Ihem In advance, as seating at the 
LIitle Thealre Is Ilmlled, and Laurie Is popular. 
I 
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J apan , they  
ave a yen 
for  it. ..... 
From Hokkaido in the north to OkJnawa in the southwest, Japan 
is a nation of more than 3,000 islands. Connecting them Is a 
respect for hard work and tradition and a taste for the good things 
in life-including Canadian Club. 
It's nice to know the wodd can get together about something. 
Around the world, when people think of the finest, Iightest, 
smoothest whisky, they think of Canadian Club. 
~ , L , * l ,  ' , I I I , L I , ,.~ ~ , I . , t ,  ,Ov ,L ; I , , t  I I , [ , , l l l ,  I , * l l ' . l *  , ** ,* .**  t . * l  t * * .  H I  ~t , , I , t t * l ,qq l t '  l i f ,~  I ( *~ l ' l ' l .~  I l t l T  I ~ , ' l LP  I l t k ' l l  t f  4 t ' l '  ; '  
I ,~ I l I l le, l I l t '  I * JI I "  b , ' l  ( I , I  I , , I  h ' l  1~ I ~ 'v , ' *  b ' , '  I t , I "  I • I l ib II1 IL %1 I'1 k l  1% I ~* ' l ,  I I I I ' t I , t l I , ID  l I '1 I ~ III1'.' I I '1 I " , *~ ~( t l l k .  I 
(~11~1 ~( l l~ l lh l l l t  I '  ~(4 ' t ,  , ~ l , . t l~ , l , I I  I~ ~,~1 . . . .  ~ l ' l l l  %1'~ t ' l  I ' l l~ ~t l ' , , I  ~ ' * l l  I ' l e~* I t , *  I ' l f l l t l l  I l i l t  I I :~ I I s  '*qj l  I ' l l  Iq l * , , i . ,  
I~, l  t l ,  I [ ' , , f~l l l"  t I I ' L I~l . ".p s I t l ' H , %,i I l l *  i t ,  %, ~t I~l, I , %lk I I ,  . .  , I I I k l  h i l l  ~1 II1+ %~*NI I , I~ ~ lT ' l '~  a II1[~ I1#1')" ~}~1,' DL I  ~,'t' 
I I  ' ' , i t  l ,  1 ~ 'k ; '  t [1 ' *%1~ ; ' lh~l~l  K I ' I I I ,~ I I I j '  I '1~1' . t  %f I I1 ' ,  ~t ' l r l '  I t~t  s ' I ' l l * I ,  I I I I1 .  ~ , I I ' L ' , I I i ,  I I * ' ,~ , ' , ( t l l ' l , I  
c-nadta, club Is dj~lilled and lwttl~l In ~lklrvllle by H I~ WMk~ 4 I[,OiiI Llhiited. 
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I EDITORIAL.. 
• We've had World Refugee Year, The 
Year of the Environment, International 
Women's Year and now The In. 
ternatlonal Year of the Child.' 
There are more refugees than ever, 
the environment is more troubling than 
ever and women still do not have 
'1 see you're new here: 
must be car r ied  out .  . . . . . .  navy, frem the area tlmt new stressed heavily " the corporate ties to such In- muster. 
+P~' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ is lran. formation. 
~hUality in many parts of the world, 
en 1979 has come and gone, more . /1 / IO~ J~rA ~ O]~ 
than half of the world's children will still 
face ableakfuture. If they don't solve Pet C ,d"  the l problems, what's the point of these 114d~. .  QWl~I  ~ l  IQ  1141"11 P 
special" years? What are they all ,JL~L~ S.~,,, ,L~ ,~ J.~O , =-1.4,. .~., , .  
about anyway? B ~ GARRY FAIRBAIRN Churchill's initiative was said, there is a 'reasonable ollprlcl~ and ended with a" 
We Nor th  Americans areconditioned ~y~r~wA(cP)-"mvery followed over the d.e~ad .~. by l~esumption".tl.m.t'therenge finding .that Madames 
to the 30.minute solution, or in this case, nation which, is seriously similar action, m o.m.er ~oven~_.en,ml_powerl .ca uuuti_es, n a~_De.~..,an, o.- 
- solution, problems are 1o~ ~ ~o energy ~oropean_counmns a n oy male ,.-an ,~., I , . . ,  emm..~ ovvw~,.q~, ,,~ the 365 day If . . . .  vernments such as more. dursbl~e an~blo ,  the slant Exxo• Corp. • - mecumy o~ lm cltimno has a. go . .. raised, surely they shoulobe solveo, national oil company," Mexico, which nationalized q '~, , , .M~mh~a~ ~ lis Imperial Oil Co. 
There is a basic misunderstanding of Liberal•Leader Pierre their dlindmtxies, lil~';--Ho~e~'~ea~e~n~n ' subMdisry. 
what the speclal United Naflons years ot Tr~_.dea..ud..e~la_r~drecea.t!Y' TheOrgonisationofPctm- variedin'O'tlawa. _, . Would a governm..ant 
at tent ion  " the only major •ation go ' P oversmantin recently, has come a Venezuelan roference for debate ova' g 
in In ternat iona l  agreement  on pr in .  without a national oil ~owin~ role for ~evem . . . . . . .  P ~ voivemant in the world oil 
clples but It has no power to make Its m.mpu~, end.ate .  ~t -  ~e'n"ts"l~arrangIng~md~b., d~n~a, ~e%~/~o~on ~ Iradaistboinc~'~mingroleof 
member nations adopt legislation that ~ ~p,,,~ndar~. b'~'~ ... ,- - . 'to ..-.-lbin that a~ Petro-canada's exduMve ~[t~r.Tl~mue~urtndo~ 
world enshr ine  those  principles in .law. In, ~ o f~x la~ m~ as 3o mr statusnscanadisnimporter .~.'.~..~,",?~L'. ~' . " ,  " .~  • I )0  . .~  r -  ~Vl ;~ ,U lM I IV lM mv~/t 
It would seem however, ~a+, tYc. Frem .~Persi+Oulf.to centofotiIn.worldirade.b ~Ve~.me~l~nu~°ti.an~d[~i~° ~ Idda~wespunetofocd 
has "set in m~!~+'+Clulte+a number of .we+ .~mUC~+~m~.~!~,:+,>;~~ ..to~ ou s ,~: i :  ~ '~ '~.~.  - - . ' "  inns== for we~r ~. 
positive wor , l~~r~s;and  Jn. thb~ . . . . .  fo.~d~=~r~'~~r="J ~ ,.-,~*~,,.,~m~+w=k', t ~+~,  ..... m .  ;votd~ =~ - .+ . . . .  ,. + crcasln - parcentage~.~-o- +~ ve ent- ~m,~"/"--- ' ---- ' -- :7~ ........ .i . . . . . . . . .  . i ,  . . . . . .  . , world ~l~is bald8 • , . . . .  respect, al the ~.m. ~p~.la. year.s..na.v..e, pron~m.~ by govevame.t. ..~o imj~liP~tians of...t~ report__ on+_Pe2_ro-uan_ao~ - rp_Lereaoe .~o_wea.po ~,  
done the same.. The prob lems Wi l l  STill owned enterprises. ~lf¢ are Clear: Tea pOllUPJ, recommanoleu "n-l, azmr r n .  reel  no l~r .tmu ,so .v.umu 
• h of oil have changes na0 corporat io•  beco au~ence. 
be w i th  us  but  the  whee ls  a re  turning, one of  the f.l_ret _au.e.~ escalated It is unlikely wet private, a new government "We wiil ~ve to cmtinne 
The year of focus isn't lust "all talk". ~t~ ,~- wu ~r~Pt~'b % we shah ever agoin regard agency should handle state- to offer, all do all other oil 
On October 31 nearly a million Wlmt~n"Churelml ehom~ lnternaU.o.~.l, oUssapriya~ ,.t.o-stateoUimport,negotta-~prts~,.f~a~o~Sry " 
Canad ian  ch i ld re  "trick or treat" before the First World War commeretat commodity: u~.  as .,~ecese~, .~  an.u ~pmu. ~ u~u • 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  n wil l  As First Lord o~ the Ad-" Signlficantly, the apmecn, laelt unmscmmea, was me., vlooc,, m return for ms. 
for UNICEF. By helping to fill their _ rnato~'.m ireClub estim of how dheUve It Is this arrey of obJects • mirulty, the Conservative to the To p qu ant UNICEF boxes you are helping to keep Churchill presided over hasboantheunlymaJorona such an agency can be wMch only a governs 
the wheels in motion. The programs that creation of the Anglo- by Hopper sIncce lnctlon of ~houtM.tl~,r un a.rm~.o~ can marshsl, lit lies ~r  
have been Initiated are long term, they 'PerslanOilCo.toa~oit.and the prlvatlsation-minded !..l~.,~l~_a.,~o~..I, t ,~t~ea,¢ttoY r bl~..~,nd,, th~ic'dc~lombllolo~Yn~ t  
secure l-eman ou Ior me Conservatives ano z~ worm p-,- . -s ,-,-,',-- + ~,..v.,+ ,,. . ~. 
Two years ago, a Canadian 
court case demoneh'ated the 
.maze of complicatiom and 
ambifpdties in Internationsa 
"These represent limited 
choices for any pvemment. 
The fact is we nave no OP- 
tionn. We have to play in a 
new game." 
nationnl-campaey theme. 
Anglo-Persian has become Hopper observed that 
BritishPetreleum, butisstill there is no proof in- 
more than 40 per cent owned tergovornmestal deals mean 
by the British government, cheaper oil imports. But, he 
By TRWH WORRON 
TORONTO (CP) --  
Twenty years ago, all the 
kids on the block were 
playing Davy Crockett and 
Daniel Boone. Duncan 
Regshr still IS at it. 
"But now l'm getting paid 
to do It," says the ~6-year-old 
actor, one of the four stars of 
a .new Canadian television 
series. 
Lcadi~ muskets, wearing 
bockskin clothes, horseback 
riding and canoeing In the 
wilderness --  "all the things 
I wanted to do as a kid" - -  
now are part of a day's work 
for. Regehr, who plays a 
frontiersman i the series, 
Matt and Jenny. 
The show follows two 
British children travelling 
through the Canadian 
wilderness of the 18Wn. Matt 
and Jenny Tanner, orphaned 
nn the voyage to Canada, 
rdUme to be sent back to 
England, Jump ship in 
Halifax and begin their 
search for an uncle tiving 
somewhere in the West. 
It's an outdoor-adventure 
series, and the children meet 
a wild assortment of oc- 
ca•trios end heroes -- 
outlaws on the run, a woman 
disguised as a male 
preacher; an Indian shaman 
~bo puts a curse on them; 
fugitive black slaves; a Eu- 
ropean family circus --  
elong with the required 
number of bears, rat- 
tlesnakes nnd near-fatal 
eceidents. 
As they elude the 
authorities, are 
befriended byth~t, the 
IN REAL LIFE 
LETTERS TO 
THE EDITOR 
. I 
Letter to 
Health Minister Bob McCellend 
Dear. Sir: 
Asyou are no doubt aware, there have been over the 
past number of months quite a few resignations from 
the staff of the Mills Memorial Hospital in Terrace, 
the latest being that of the hospital administrator. 
These resignations alone would indicate that there 
have been operational, or administrative difficulties 
at the hospital and that these difficulties have not been 
resolved. 
Under normal conditions an examination of such a 
situation would be bdst left to the board of directors of 
the hospital. However, recent information indicates 
that the situation has not been normal and in my view 
reqt~es your direct Involvement. 
The RCMP in Terrace have informed me that they 
have been conducting an investigation with. respect o 
the hospital and that they are currently taking steps to 
lay charges against one individual of what is alleged 
as being fraud. 
Since, in fact, those charges may already be laid I 'm 
sure you will be able to ascertain the full extent of.any 
RCMP activity by reference to the department ox me 
Attorney-Generul. 
In any event it seems that the level of health care 
has been interfered with by reason of the reslgnauons 
and by what I understand are current vacancies.'It is 
this situation that establishes the need for an inquiry 
and I would urge you therefore to undertake one. 
Because the Mills Memorial Hospital serves an area 
of much greater than Terrace iiself it may well be that 
during the course of such an inquiry information will 
be presented related to health care in areas other than 
Terrace. I think, therefore, that the terms of reference 
should be sufficiently broad to allow residents and 
medical practitioners from the general area to par- 
ticipate. 
Hoping to have an early and favourable reply from 
you, 
Prank Howard 
Skeena MLA 
It's fantasy come true 
charanterplayedbyR~shr, A recent day's filming world," says Ellk, who 
a young man brought up by proved what the younpters aspects to sell the show to 
the Indians, and Adam know as old hands in the additional countries at the 
Cardsto•, a '  gentleman- business, after hovlsW both Milan televislon festival, 
adventurer played by actor appeared in numerous Ellis's earlier series, 
Nell Dslnard. movies and commemisis - - Adventures I• Rainbow 
- a lot d their Job is far from Country, Wildlife Cinema 
Dainard agrees with flmm~em, and Audubon Wildlife 
dG IT ' -  . . . . . .  'Regehrthattheserles l ts .,., . . /  .,. . . .  Theatre, have been sold 
me be a kid again-- my own L~nes nave m De lnsrnan worldwide. . 
kids are in awe." every n~ht of the 18.wesk 
"I can come to work and shco~ag schedule; It's up ._.".WuropeafiJ love these 
play with an elephant (used 'before dawn and beck home amco of shows. They 
inone show about an old- lateinthedayand, otcoune, practically buy them sight 
time circus) or learn about ~e interminable delays as unseen." 
rattlesnakes, canoeing: and ~onea re shot and r~ot :  Ellis hops the series will 
riding," says Dainard. "Some ~ It Is I~. rin~, ou~ do well anough to cuntinuc 
"It's getting.to the,.:point ysuget olearn a mc ~ nca.~ for deveral more seasons - 
where I don't get sc~, any things," says Jones, wee intheflrstynsr's~S, ep/sodas 
more when I r~ds." ~ especially likes the riding the children don't make it 
and the canoeing "It's a lot out (g the Maritimm in.the 
Twanty-slx episodes wore . , , , . .  ~,. *h.. '  ~ .~ tn la rch  f~ their uneJe. ' . 
shot this summer at ~ ~J~o~ ';. . . . .  " -~ -- International Studlos~:~!i.  * '~'  ' ,, , Each episode features a 
Canada's busiest s~(Jdi~.: iSays Magan: They ,d~_,.a. t guest star --lncluding Barry 
The CBC,s A Gift to Last and :'~ treat us like kids, Wave Morse, Cameron Mitchell, 
a multl-milllon~dollar made a lot of friends here," Konnan Wynn, Julia Sos- men, Mielmel Aouara and Japanese thriller were being .The show is produced by T~de O'Sbon. 
filmed at the studio at the the independent Manltou And in thIs ashes, which 
same time Productions, in asecolatlon 
- ,  - ; . . . - -  , . .  with Ontario's Global hax adapted authentic 
n s gay a na~.nonr s anve - q,=~.~.,...=h~h .N,-eem,q legends and personalities 
to the Klslnborg studio from o~h'~ ~.~''~,'~ ~'o"~-~" v'-'~f,,u,"~ from Canada of the leS0s, the 
downtown Toronto . . . . . . . . . . .  ' - "  • Films of London and Sl~e'~'r Indlaus are not the bad IP~_ys 
Buh w;m t~e exception of Corp. o~ Winnli~. a la Hollywood, says Ellis. 
theoccasionaloverhesd bu~ Several Canadts• Indian 
d an alrpis•e, it Is almost The 13,8-milIlon medea l- actors, meet notably ChM 
like stepping back a century ready has been sold In Itoly, Dan Georlle, will teach the 
Praiico and West Germany, cktldrsn about native crafts 
out on the back lots. LOll says executive producer and survival. The two cabins have been faithfully 
re-created- completed to Ralph Ellis of Manitou. children will meet such 
the minutest details, quill Arrangements are being characters as  Handsome 
pens, old canned goods, made to show the lades Jack, • Mohawk chieftain 
rough-hewn furniture -- begi•ning in January in who went on a me-man 
other Canadian cestres, in. era•de In stop the slauihinr 
there are stageeunches and, eluding Winnipeg, Calgery, of wild animals In his animals and the surrounding 
countryside is untouched. Edmontm and Vancouver. isrrltory, and a bonutllul 
Mewm Follows, 11, and "Outdocractionndveninre young lndisn princoou who 
Derrick Jones, 14, have the and wildlife documentaries can hunt, fish and dde the 
Juvenile leads, are in demand all over the rapids in • blrchberk canoe. 
Recent events.regarding Alas .ka.OU moveme~n~. I~ 
overshadowed tl~ Throne Speeca to a great ex , 
least for British Columbians. The American plan that 
is being recommended to' President .Carter .invo~v.es 
the use of ]ai'g6 numbers of super tanxers_j ~_osngbe ~ 
B.C. coast. This is unacceptanle tome anu ~ 
unacceptable to the B.C. public generally since it was'  
first proposed some years ago. ' . 
The root of the problem is the lack of genuine 
communications end consultation between the U.S." 
and the Canadian governments. Both the Trudeau and 
Clark administrations failed to..es~.bl~, our . P ~  
inU.S, government circles. In wahine,an, u.~. m.j~ 
decisiona re being made that affect our country eno 
our economy. Yet Canadian interests are not 
heard as those decisions are being made. One U:S. 
Energy Department official is quotes as eaymg se  
"could not understand why the Clark government has  
not been making more noise about Canadian interests 
in the matter." Do we need coaxing from Americans 
before we will take a position? 
I recently asked Prime Minister Clark in the House 
of Commons if his government had made represen- 
taUon to the U.S. in order to give Canada time to 
assess the options. I received a non-answer f om the 
Prime Minister. The next day,  I introduced an~ 
emergency resolution calling on the House of Com- 
mons to consider the whole question of this Alaskan ~l,- 
movement, The Conservatives refused the unanimous 
su or, required for such a resolution. After these 
~ences ,  I must question this government's abi l i ty 
to stand up. for Canadian interests. 
I feel Canada must be given the chance by the U.S. 
to scrutinize the possible choices before us. Public 
opinion is solidly against super tankers moving 
through our costal waters. We fought the K/timat 
proposal on those grounds anu won. 
The tanker traffic is known to be Unsafe and un- 
suitable, particularly in cold, northern waters. The 
recent spill in the Gulf of MeZco demous~ates.how 
able we are to cope with such accidents: unt at an. A 
senior U.S. Coast Guard official at .t~,! spill said the 
useful teclmciogy is such a situation would fit in a 
thimble." But we are now faced with the prospect e¢ 
greatly increased tanker traffic end the risk of such 
spills. 
The Clark and Trudeau:administrations expressed 
preference for an "all.land route," yet ~ In~lepth 
examination and preparation for the_Fo0, t l~ ,  ~ 
pipeline was never done. The Yukon mmana lena 
claim was never dealt with and it must be settled first. 
The necessary studies on environmental, financial, 
social, and economic impact have not been complet .ed. 
In short, the all-l~d route may be viable but time is 
required to ensure that social and environmental 
damage is minimal, that Canada end the communities 
affected set some real economic benefits,' end that 
such a project is done on our terms, not those of the 
U.S .  " 
i The offers of myself and our party, fu rc~Ameid~ 
c0imlderatl0n of our interests~ whether on sea or, m.: 
land, will be continued. Too often we defer to our 
friendly neighbeor to the south on important matters 
such as this. ' 
In closing, I'd like to quote from Dr. Andrew 
Thompson, who conducted the West Coast Oil Port 
Inquiry in 1977-78: "The public concern in British 
Columbia is that these negotiations are not 
given the priority they deserve, nor is the range of 
~J~,cts under discussion of sufficient scope. Out of 
~:~n~..~tiations should come. . .N~.~ent  betwem 
C~/Ji~la,,~d the Udltbd~States coverlng .~e entire 
range of oil tanker traffic issues," That agreement 
must also be required for an all-lend route. Have our 
governments learned nothing since 1978? 
I would appreciate r ceiving your views on tbls and 
other questions. To reach me, or to get assistance ~__ 
information, please can 638-1818 or write to me care of 
House of Commons, Ottawa, Ontario (no postage. 
required). 
TI 
CONSUMER 
COMMENT 
No matter what region of the country they live in, 
the problem of vehicle rusting has long been a thorn in 
the side of many motor vehicle owners. It has always 
seemed thatff  there wasn't salt on the roads to eat 
away at a car, then the humidity Or rainy wuath~ 
would do it. "Rust-resistant" Just wam't a term that 
could ensfly be applied to motor-vehicles. 
In recognition (~f the problem, the federal govern- 
sept  and the provinces formed a task force on. 
automobile corrosion, end in cooperation with 
automobile manufacturers and importers, developed 
an Anti-Corrosion Code for motor vehicles. 
Establishing time periods during which corrosion 
should not occur, including external corrosion, per- 
rotation, and structural damage, the code clearly 
defines the responsibilities ofboth manufacturers and 
owners in producing end maintaining a rust-free 
vehicle. 
In cases where corrosion does occur, the code 
lefines the responsibilities for repairs. Where repairs 
are necessary sue to damage to the vehicle, their cost 
shall be the responsibility of the owner, while repaka 
necessitated as a result of vehicle defect ur 
deterioration are the mknufacturer's or importer's 
re~ponsibillty. 
Effective with the 1978 model year, the cede cannot 
offer relief to owners of pro-1978 veldeles which ere : 
suffering the effects of premature rusting; recourse 
for such owners would generally lie in legal action. 
.But for newer ve.hiclee, and for all future model years, 
me Anti~3orromon Code should quite effectively 
remove that thorn in the side, and facilitate the 
production of vehicles that, with proper care, will 
remam rust-free over a considerably onger'part of 
their life, 
To receive a copy of the Anti~orroaion C~ end 
Owner's Care Guide for Motor Vehicles, contact your 
district office of Consumer and Corporate Affairs 
Canada. 
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Freedom 0f information law in the works 
By KITTY McKINSEY files --  with certain ex. show why documents should 
'OTTAWA(CP)--Thagov- eeptione, be with-held from public 
ernment fulfilled one of its The bill would dispel the view. said Privy Council 
eampalsn promises Wed- atmusphere of secrecy that President Walter Baker. 
meday by introducing a bill pervades the bureaucracy Initial indlcatione are that 
to allow greater publlo ac- [because it would place an all parties support the 
~as to federal government onus on the government to legislaliou and it should be 
~nk~uikCk~w a7 perhaps 
T gh " "  Janlr~. o get tOU in the Commons, told a l re  _ .  conference it will on enable taximyera tosce what U S  gov .tisdo .ith 
tbeir mmey. ~ d 
Because a Judge woul 
OTTAWA (CP) - -The  he said laws in some make the final dsekion on 
federal government hopes to provinces make it imlX~, whether the government 
mseaaituationthathassaea Bible to take defaulters to could withhold information, 
thonamadaofCanadianawalk court. Nor does It plan to  it will "dramatically affect 
away from homes because chasawalkawaysofthepsat, the way the government 
tiley cannot keep up with The corporation's 1978 operates from now on," 
mor ipp  payments, annual report enid claims Baker said. 
The walk-sways are against the fund had risen to "The government cannot 
c~etlng Canada Mortpge $161.8 million by the end of 
and Housing Cml). large theyearfrom$46.gmlilionla 
sums because the federal 19T7, pertly because of a 
effancy has insured their government decision to 
martpEes. Many are in emphasize pr ivate ly .  
Ontario and Queboc. financed low-cast houalng 
~lmer MacKay, minister rather than public housing. 
feeb le  for the agency, An aide to MacKay said ~ 
an interview this the corporation has about 
weekthatCMHCismakingit $1,000 repussc~dons of all 
harder for people with types and this could put a 
agency.guaranteed mor- severe strain on the fund by 
tgallus to abandon the homes next spring. 
they bought, probably with a About half the total repro- 
small downpayment, senis claims on the mer- 
He said the corporation t~a~e fund, because .they 
has been unduly generous in • were privately mortgaged 
allowing homeowners to and insured threush the 
walk away from their corporation. The rest were 
mort~ge obligations, built with direct corporation 
"I don't think the policy loans. 
was sufficiently business, lnthaCommo'nsthisweck, 
like in all cases." Conservative Don Blenknm, 
• MacKay said the policy MP for the Toronto-area 
now is to launch legal action riding of Misaluaup South, 
to recover euste and arrears complained about the large 
from those who would number of townhauscs the 
default on; their moripges housLu8 corporation has had 
without good reason, to repossess in his corn- 
The cooperation won't act munity. , 
aga ins t  de fau l t ing  He Hid 791 unite had haea 
homeowaera in, desperate repeesassad in Misaiuanga. 
flonnclal ctrcHmsts ncea," and through Jeer. 
£~_ '~ _1_  _ 1 ~ / '  ' " ' ' ' 
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'VANCOUVER (CP) -- The described as safe in British 
federal governmant has been Columbia by federal au- 
nesl~ent and secretive inits thorities, said Hanson, the 
investigation of feed ship- member for Victoria. 
mente contaminated with Dr. A. B. Morrisan, federal 
dangerous ly  tox ic  health protection branch 
polychleriuated blphenyls, spokesman, said some 
NDP MLA Gordon Hanson chickens fed contaminated 
charged Wednesday. grain shipped to three Ab- 
And PCB leve~s that beteford milk had levels of ........... 
irompted,~e.dauS~ of.~, Pen'.  :as Ida na:a.~:p,,,.is. /.'.,.. ,~.c~ 
Wnahin~tan state are being Morrlsan said PCB con- 
centralioua were much lower 
Fuel oil *"  ° "  taminated tallow shipped 
into Canada from a feed 
sh g e orta  s was first diluted in Seattle. 
,. • David Fore of Fora Farms 
seen  i n  in Puyaliup, Wash,, said 
25,000 chickens have, .,IM~.. ~ 
~ffiar lx ,av,r~,m~,~ slaughtered on his fa~ ~al 
LWq7 _yql~a~..~., became tests foUnd'~'om-,:~ .~ !~ 
Ca~nmda's energy ministers perbl per million. 
have been told there Is a ?5- 'q~y is the same level of 
per-emt chance the country contamination deemed to be 
will face fuel shortages a health azard south of the 
within two years, Manitoba 49th Parallel but not in 
Finance Minister Don Craik Canada?" said Hanson. 
said Wednesday, "I am nat satisfied that he 
Craik, who is also the 
province's energy minister, federal government has can- 
ducted thorough tesUng of all 
said the thfcrmatien came food products possibly con- 
out ofa meetla8 ofprovincial 
and federal officials tlmt was tamiuated with PCB's. After 
cemiderable questioning I 
I~ld Tuesday in Calpry. was told only that the 
"The Canadian public, 
generally, and even some government s arted with the 
governments are not aware big producers and worked 
of some of the concerns back from the retail and." 
which exist regarding Hanson said levels run,in8 
supply." from 4,4 to 27 pert~ per 
million were fouhd in No charges pheasant carcasses, at 
Campbell's Farms In 
for arson Alder~ove, B.C. 
VICTORIA (CP) -- Sons of "We don't know if the 
higher readlnp in pheasants 
Freedom Doukhobers who are caused by more hlgbly. 
admired uring the trial of 
John J. Verisin that they contaminated grain in etr- 
ouistlon or If pheasants have 
committed areca will not he a different metabolism from 
charged, Crown counsel chickens or turkeys, as 
Brian Waddell said Wed- Agriculture Canada has COJOUt  
sM~,~ested." 
di4 not ask for protsctlan Dr. Merrtson said last 
under the Canada Evidence week that the levels in 
• Act they will not be charged animal feed and food 
because "It's Just not the products in the U.S. were 
pr&eflce", Waddell, a muchhigher than in Canada, 
Kelewna lawyer, said in a "Some were ranain~ as h~h 
• telephone interview, as 1,000 parts per mililanY 
WANTED 
Retired people or people with cars 
to deliver, papers to drops in 
' TmTace & Thornhill. Please apply 
at the Daily Herald office, 
act capriciously," he added. 
"It can never again say no, 
you're not going to have that 
information." 
The f reedom-of -  
information bill establishes 
the principle that citizens 
have a right to knew what 
the government is doing, and 
it spells out exceptions to this 
rule. 
Exceptions are made for 
Canada's relations with 
other countries, military 
intelligence and current 
police investigations. The 
govermuent will still be able 
to keep secret any infer- 
mattes, that could harm 
federalprovincial relations 
or would reveal a private 
company's trade secrete. 
Liberal John Reid (Kenora 
- -  Rainy River) said his 
pert,/ "welcomes this bill 
• and is going to do everything 
It can to make sure it is 
passed by Christmas." 
New Democrat Ian 
Waddell (Vancouver 
Ki~sway) said the bill is 
"leng overdue." 
But he eriticisad it because 
it does not apply to Crown 
cerp~alione such as the 
CBC and Air Canada s well 
ua i~overnment departments 
anaaganclon. . 
Baker said commercial 
Crown corporations were ex. 
eluded because they com. 
pete with private c~npaulce, 
which would p in  an unfair 
advantage if they could get 
information on Crown 
corporation operations. 
Conservative God Baldwin 
(Peace River), a strong 
advocate of information 
freedom, gave the govern. 
meat bill "a Bplua or an A- 
He predicted that "wi~in 
three years we will nave 
f~otten we ever ~d a 
secret seetety," if public 
servants and cabinet 
minlaten accept the spirit of 
the legislation. 
The bill contains a major 
change to the Federal Court 
Act to force cabinet 
rainkters to defend in court 
their desire to withhold in. 
formation. 
A cabinet minister now 
can refuse to hand over 
documents to a court or 
Judicial inquiry simply by 
swsarin8 that disclosure of 
the documents would harm 
federai.previnclal relations 
or would endanger Canada's 
ustlouai security, a term 
that has never been defined. 
Baker admitted that 
without revisions to the 40- 
year-old Official Secrets Act, 
the freedem-ofloformaUen 
bill is "an airplane with one 
Last week, the Commas 
voted unanimously to sat up 
a committee to recommend 
changes to the secrets act 
The legislation, which 
Baker estimated would colt 
million to St0 million a 
ear to implement, would 
ew any Canadian citizen, 
landed immigrant or 
Canadian corporation to re- 
quest government in- 
formation. 
A government department 
or agency would have 30 
days to produce the 
requested document or 
explain in wrlih~ why it was 
not available. 
A citizen could appeal a 
bureaucrat's d cidoa not in 
release laformatloa toa 
of ombudsman embed an 
information e0wmlJonmr 
who, Baker said, would haw 
"extraordinary pewam." 
Citizens would have a 
further avenue of appeal to 
the Federal Court or ew~ 
the Supreme Court 
Canada, which would ham 
the final say In dispuMs 
between applicants and 
cabinet ministers. 
Minutes of cablMt 
mcetl~s would continua to 
remain secret, but 
discussion papers prepared 
for the cabinet by the I~/ le 
service would hacemo 
public. 
• : ' ' /  /~i |  
Nowadays, a man likes a little 
beauty in his truck to ,go along 
with the brawn. And Chevy 
Trucks measure up handsomely 
in both categories: 
You can' ~ressl..gne up to.do 
Whatever suits your style. 
And when it comes to tack- 
ling a tough job, don't let the 
good looks fool you. Underneath 
the beautiful skin are a lot of 
tough features.The front rides on 
you proud. Witff colour-co- a massive girder beam with In- 
,~.,: ~ . . . .  : 
ordinated interior, bucket seats; dependent suspension. Two-stage 
tinted glass, G~,' iss~yf~dwh~elS, rear leaf springs deliver a balanced 
• ;.,'z"~'~ '%~,'. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ;~iiand special Wi~o~;~pfJori~':P[us ride for light or heavy loads. 
~"" '~'~'q ~' a choice of strik. hg"tw~tC~ne ~ ' .  ,,,..: . :,.., ~,:, ,.,:. Special. flush-and-dry channels 
i 
Choose from Pickups, 
Blazers, Vans and Suburban 
"Superwagons". They're all beauti- 
fully tough. Atyour Chevy Truck 
Dealers now. New vehicle 
warranty 12 months or 20,000 
kilometres. 3-year perforation 
from corrosion warranty. 
Available Continuous Protection 
Plan Option for all non-commer- 
cial light-duty trucks. 
t, 
our schemes .and 
sport packages.. 
Suburban "Superwagon'. 
streamlined 
:~ :.., i~. ~.',.~" 
:-~ ,l!i~ 
,   o,eo ,re . I l u l  I Coellnuous r:~, brakes are computer-matched prO~ndOn 
""~ t~ ~V~uMR. 
~ w " -  = ~ ......... .as I to r: Beauvllle Sportvan, 
, ~ / - ~  Four.wheel drive Blazer. 
BUILT TO STAY TOUGH. 
61"wo.wheel oh-ire modeis, S0m~ of th0 equipment illu;tt'3ted is 0ptlonal at exti.a cost, 
Nge t, The Iterald, Thursdoy, October 2& 1979 
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It's Just Not 
Mothers' Day 
By Abigail Van Buren 
1979 by Chl¢lO0 Tribune.N,Y. News Synd, Inc. 
DEAR ABBY: This is for HURT MOTHER, who did so 
much for her daughter while father did nothing. And now 
that daughter is grown, mother is treated like dirt, while 
father is respected and adored. 
For the first 25 years of our marriage, my husband was 
either working, sleeping or in taverns, so I was both mother 
and father to our children. I was the one who made them 
wash the dishes, iron their clothes a'nd do their homework. I 
also punished them when necessary, so, of course, I was the 
"mean" one. The children grew up to adore their father, but 
they had many harsh words for me. 
Our children are now married, with children of their own. 
They have just begun to realize that their father did nothing 
that fathers are supposed to do, so when they telephone us, 
they ask, "Is Morn there?" 
My husband asks me, "How come they never ask for ME?" 
I'm reminded of the old saying, "The only ones who don't 
make any mistakes are the ones who don't do anything." 
Some day your daughter will realize that. 
NOT HURT ANYMORE 
DEAR ABBY: The letter from HURT MOTHER jogged 
my memory. She said she had done everything for her 
children while dad had done nothing. 
Well, if I may be permitted my 2 cents worth: My mother 
also did a lot for us children, but shc spent twice as much 
time reminding us of it. 
She also spent a lot of time comparing her children. Poor 
Dad didn't have time to harp on his sacrifices or make com- 
parisons because he was too busy busting his butt to feed us. 
He did, however, Ict us know he loved each one of us for 
what we were. 
It took me a long time to come'to terms with my feelings 
for my mother. I've tried time and time againto talk to her 
about them, but it always ende.d in an argument, so I finally 
gave up. 
I am now the mother of two daughters. I do a lot for them, 
not because I must be a "good mother," but because I enjoy 
it. I hope that when my daughters have children of their 
own, their childhood memories of "mother" will be ones of 
security and love-not guilt and disapproval. 
BEEN THERE BUT NOT GOING BACK 
DEAR ABBY: HURT MOTHER complained because 
her college-age daughter knocked herself out showing 
respect and love for her father (who was never around when 
she was growing up), but had very little consideration for 
mother, who did everything for her. (Daughter gave father a 
beautiful, expensive gift for Father's Day, but on Mother's 
Day, it was, "Sorry,Morn, I never got around to g~ttidg yisii 
anything.") 
You explained it by saying that daughter was probably so 
accustomed toseeing her mother around that she was taken 
for granted, but she saw so little of dad that he was a 
"special treat." 
That's no doubt true, but I think there's another angle. 
Freud was right when he said there is always a special at- 
traction between a child and the parent of the opposite sex. 
Mothers usually favor their sons, and fathers favor 
daughters, and vice versa. Also, mothers and daughters 
tend to be competitive, as are fathers and sons, hence the 
favoritism shown to dad by his daughter. 
Please tell HURT MOTHER this, it might make her fgeP~ 
better. ' : .~ r~.~"  f/. ', 
AMATEUR PSYCHOLOGIST 
DEAR AMATEUR: ! did, and l hope it does, And your 
"amateur" analysis is right onl 
Do you wish you had more friends? For the secret of 
popularity, get Ahby's'new hooklet: "How To Be Popular; 
You're Never Too Young or Too Old." Send $1 with u long, 
self.oddressed, stamped (28 cents} envelope to Abby, 132 
Lasky Drive, Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212. 
" I I 
Your Individual 
Horoscope C R 0 S S W 0 R D 
Frances Drake - - - - -  
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 
New career ideas are ex- 
fffl ftAPt 
.` .+ 
'~Nil l  you  turn that  fan downY' 
eeHent, but plan for the long 
run. Financial complications 
Interfere with immediate 
progress. Patiencel 
TAURUS t .d  r - - - , ,~  
(Apr. 20 to May 20) U¢~-~' 
It's a good time to make 
holiday plans, though a mate 
or close ally at present could 
find fault with them. Be 
tactful ~nd diplomatic. 
(May 21 to June 20) 
Watch nerves and health. 
You could be easily agitated at 
work, though' relations with 
partners and family are 
pmmlMng. 
c~cu~ O~ 
(Jane 9-1 to July 22) 
visits and travel with 
close ones hould be e~peelaUy 
pleasant, hough there may be 
some agitation in connection 
with entertainment plans. 
'DO 
(July 23 to A~.  ~.) 
Interruptions could in- 
terfere with home im- 
provement . projects, or 
completion of job assign- 
ments. Still be alert for 
financial opportunity. 
VIRGO 
(Aug. 23 to Sept. 22) ~ 
You're Hable to attract new 
admirers but could be 
somewhat impatient with 
them. Don't be critical lest 
good times go bad. 
LIBRA 
(Sept. = to Oct. 22) ~ "  
Household expenses may be 
high, but the outlook is good 
for long-range domestic 
planning. Don't let small 
things get to you. 
s~m~m m, JP  
(Oct, 23 to Nov. 21) 
An in~tation to a wonderful 
party should have you in a 
good mood, yet minor 
irritations could make you 
peevish or sarcastic, SAOrn'AamS X~ 
(Nov. 22 to Dee., 21) 
Capitalize on career op- 
portunity for increased 
revenues. Meanwhile, hidden 
costs may put an unexpected 
dent in your budget. 
(Dee. 22 to Jan. 19) 
You should look for o9- 
~ rtunity re  publishing, ucati~n, and travel. A friend 
though could get 'on  your 
nerCes or fail to kecpa date. 
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18) 
Tension re eareer could 
make you want to get away 
from I t  all. Use private 
moments constructively and 
don't dwell on slights. 
P,. ,cm 
(Feb. 19 to Mar, 20) 
Welcome the opportunity to 
introduce your favorite to. 
some friends. Stay clear of 
ideological disputes and smart 
aleeky types. 
YOU BORN TODAY 
naturally gravitate towards 
business because of your 
desire for finandal success. 
You like large-scale 
operations. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  + ......................... +- ..................................... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~: "+++: ""ri=Y+r~+llit" . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  r--Y .......... [+/ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
ACROSS , 39 Tourists 
1 Egyptian use them 
sun god 41 Falls behind 
4 Reporter's 43 June bug 
question 44 Dozes 
7 A silk 46 Mountain 
thread range 
11 Necrology 50 Pueblo Indian 
13 Sense organ 53 Fictional 
14 Israeli dog hero 
dance 55 Leprechaun 
15 Footway land 
16 Alfonso's 56 Pilaster 
queen 57 Time of life 
17 Pitcher 58 Resounded 
18 Scoff 59 Intend 
60 Small boy 
61 Germ or 
Durocher 
DOWN 
1 Surpasses 
2 Abba-- 
3 Arachnid 
4 Tifiy 
5 To noose 
6 Papa} veil 
7.Role for 
Gary CooPer 
8 Tier 
9 Land 
measure 
lO.Deface 
20 Blush Avg. solution time: 27 rain. 
23 Letter I IBE IL IL IS  Ih lO IR IT IS I I  
~4Football I J IO IL l i lE IT IE  L OITISl 
team IOIRIAITIOIRIM OIPIP E TJ 
28 Dreams INIA[TIISIUIGIAIRIIPIRIEI 
3~ Stsge IEITIEISITIUIN IB  EINIE I 
151EIDIAINIMIAIJIO RIEIDI 
whisper Xll IV IS l  I IR 
.Maple  ,m+,m,o,-,-,,= vm~,o !l~,[~ l 
genus IAIv O IN IN IO IMIN  
34 Garden ITIA D IL I  TIEIRI - 
refresher IEIDIC)I o iE IS IR IE IF  U SIEJ 
36 Camper's MR E N A N iT  O N 
need 
37 Twilled 8-27 
fabric Answer to Saturday's puzzle. 
12 Role for 
•Joel 
McCrae 
19 Early auto 
21 Palm leaf 
(van) 
, Terminate 
.'25 Competer 
26 Author 
Ferber 
27 Snares 
28 Huge 
29 Bakery 
worker 
30 Antitoxins 
31 Wine quality 
35 Small mass 
38 High note 
40 Extinct bird 
'42 Small 
herring 
45 Icelandic 
tale 
47 Phone part 
48 Sea eagle. 
49 Edible bulb 
50 Sandwich 
favorite 
51 United 
52 School org, 
54 Couch 
By Eugene St~ff~ 
, , o  
I1 13 14 
15 [~m, ~17 
28 29 3O 31 ~ ]2 
,, I+@+ ,,0 
~i~" 45 ~ 1 8  47 48 49 
CRYPTO~UIP 
DKUU DUBJPZV VBBR 
8 -27  
J YUU'  
KHBZR DYPUHV 
Saturday's Cryptoquip -- LIVELY LOVE LETTERS MAY 
LIVE IN MAN'S MEMORY. 
• Today's Cryptoquip clue: K equals A
The Cryptequip is a simple sub~tituUoo elphm" In width each 
letter used stands for another. If you think that X equals O, it 
will equal O throughout the puzzle. Single letters, short words, 
and words using an apostrophe can give you clues in locating 
vowels. Solution is uecomplished by trial and error. : 
the AMAZING SPIDERMAN By Stan Lee and John Romita 
J~: WAS ~WIN~IN~ BY-- | -~  ~V,¢ '~ IMY MF.PAL! WHERE~JAGK MEi  ~ r ~ , . ~ r ~ i i ~ l  HAV~'~;PIOER I 
"[,~,~olJl40/jl~yV: . ~I<"  ~J~"~Ik  OI.JT THe/I ~;Ir~. .  ]k~Jk k,/ -..i.- ~ T.) / I  I 
i +M '~  
CATFISH By Roger Bollen and Gary Peterman 
~.~ c~ m:~.~: . , .  :v,. - .+ 
/ " ;) " ' / , ' , '  " ]/,,,+ ....................... ~ _  \\-- ~r~, . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  - \  
• _ .~ 
., ,, . 
the WIZARD OF ID 
B.C.  
~, J~)N#,Io C-  
_: 
By Brant Parker and Johnny Hart 
By Johnny Hart 
DOONESBURY By Garry Trudeau 
m'/~4~/5 I l l l l l  I . ,~T ' .  C-~ffN#060TS/gTI /~#Y~/'WKN~/NZ~/~,CR [ 
~ ~ "  x~c~:~ m~o. Illlll u~"  ~v:~on ~,z .~v~- I  
I ~uK ~u~o I DIPNT/(NON ll~ I puplA'r~ AN Ol.p FR/EN~I.#P l 
~O//TMYUN- / JJJlJJ JgE~?._.__ _. 2.. u~,,,~:~,,a.,v,,..llr~mT/~u~u~u ,i~;IMPI.YB~CAU~ITMI611TEM'I 
~, ' /~. .  ~ III II I i - "~ ' ' - ' , ,  ....~..," ,., III 
I 
i 
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Kitimat Council continues lobby for ferry 
The Evangelical Free 
Q~urch was the setting of the 
Care m.ony_'of Love taflflng 
Caroline ~'alth l~ck, fourth 
of Leo and 
Dyck, and Er. 
.Kitlmat ..D..Istr/et Council will continue to put 
lX'es.s, ure on me ministry of transportation fora ferry 
~n'viee to Kitimat. 
Council members decided Monday to conffnue 
@ Autumn wedding 
vows exchanged. 
]lee, hand made by a94 year 
old relative U~g in ChMkk, 
Greece. Her bouquet was 
fashioned of scarlet roses, 
whlte carnations and baby's 
breath. The" bride's at. 
nut .Robot  ~assey Seston 
dd~t son of Franck and 
Enm Seston. 
' Their vows were declared. 
on Saturday, September 8th 
at. S p,m. with Psstor Bill 
Ta~um officiating. Donna 
~mson was organilt for 
the processional and 
~,aslonal. The "wedding 
~ng" was given by Bob and 
Cathy ~afford, solokt and 
accompanist. During the 
of the register, Ida 
Molder sang "But I wish you 
Jesus" with her guitar, 
I~  guitar." 
Thone in the wedding party 
included brld~mald Dora 
Itlnaldl, cmgelighter Joan 
Risaldl, flower girk Pamela 
Caretie~ and Theresa Mohr. 
Kevin Seaton served as beet 
man for his brother, Kevin 
lliggine groomsman and 
Ha~ld Holubewski usher. 
RIngbcar~ was Master Sam 
Chretien. 
* .Carrie's bridal satin gown 
and train Imgth tulle veil 
made by her mother, 
and trimmed with exquisite 
TAKE CARE 
tmdants wore delicate peach 
floral gowns, and carried 
bronze de~ bouquets. The 
Junior girls wore white floral 
8owss with yellow sashes. 
The men wore beige suits 
with boutonnieres of red 
roses or bronze dalsles. 
Nearly 200 guests attended 
the reception on the laws of 
her parrots home under a 
huge plastic anopy. Master 
of ceremonies Henry 
Chretien invited John 
Rinaldi to IXo~se the toast 
to the bride, and the groom 
responded capably, thanking 
her parents and all the 
guests. John Pousette asked 
the Lord's bleasin8 on the 
bountiful re.st. 
Line Vimneau caught the 
bride's bouquet and Mike 
Mohr retrieved the la~e 
garter. Robert and Caroline 
are both graduates nf 
Caledonia Senior Secondary 
School and are employed' by
the MJnlm7 of Highways 
• end Royal Bank. After their 
wedding trip to Vancouver 
Island, the newlyweds will 
reside in Terrace. 
A message for 
the   et:owners 
Pet owners have a responsibility not only towards 
fl~eir pet, but also towards their nelghbeurs. Amid the 
~uMasm of bringing up a new pet as a good 
"m~er  of tee household~t is easy to forget he duty 
e/bringing up the pet ae a goad neighbour. 
-Responsible pet owners recognize that the more 
~idious problem is uncontrolledprocreation. There's 
!/trio doubt hat there is a serious over-population f 
iinwanted and uncared-for pets. The unexpected litter, 
the stray at the back door, and figures from humane 
~loeleties on the numbers of animals put to sleep'each 
~r  all testify in their different ways to the sad excess 
,M domestic pets. " 
Spaying and neutering are not only pragmatic steps 
toward the control of the pet population, but they also 
~tunUy benefit he animal. 
"Neutering your dog is truly responsible con- 
trllmtion towards reducing the problem," says Dr. 
Michael Fox, noted animal psychologist, veterinarian, 
.~d author o~ two pet care handbooks available free 
~elmdvely from. the maker of Ken-L Ration anu 
.pusa'n Boots pet foods. 
,'Neutering a male dog eliminates future prostrate 
problems and spaying a female eliminates future 
problems of her reproductive system and reduces 
~uoes  of m•mmary tumors." 
Some female dogs, if they are not bred when they 
come into heat will aotoaUy go into a false pregrancy, 
Dr. Fox points out. 
"They may look pregnant and will behave protec- 
tively towards favorite toy or "adopted ' slipper. 
Some dogs will even go through false labour." 
"This psychological distress," says Dr. Fox," is 
.t ~ prevanted by having the bitch spayed." 
~ the ease of cats, neutering a male before sexual 
maturity will reduce his urge to roam and he will also 
l.ms likely to spray the home with his territorial 
marts. 
"Sometimes female cats will cry maddeningly and 
flaw to get out during their violent heat periods," 
_~ys Dr. Fox. "Spaying them will make life easier for 
~em and for you." 
Beside~ the problems of fouling public property and 
unwanted procreation, pets can also offend by 
~mogl-g property or person and by disturbing the 
~saee. 
*Damaging other people's propertycan mean 
e~ho les  in lawns or favourlte flower beds, 
fence posts or young..trees, or-perhaps t~ 
host common of all-brealdng miD garbage cans una 
~'hage bags. The solution: don't let the pet run free- 
~ .  Remember, this is as much for the pet's good as 
le neighbour's, for tho anita .at.can. rag! out old l~n~ 
hieh van splinter, or can accmenuy ea~ aecayea xoou 
~ich has turned poisonous, or even small splinters of 
ins which will damaRe the Intestines. 
~Much the same appUee m cats, mou~...they.clo not 
~ffend in as many ways as dogs. "Don't anow .mem~ 
L~am free,"advises' Dr. Fox. "They may get mjurea 
r killed by cats, other animals, or automobllies;; 
lastly, it's mmeighbeurlv not to restrain your eat. 
A cat that roams and wanoers might, for example, 
feel free to use a child's playtime sandbox .as.a giant 
~tter box-an act no deighbour will apprecmte. 
/ Finally, don't allow a dog to hark unnecessarily .and 
~tm'b the peace of the ne~hbour.hcod. {once or t.~c~ 
~ta passing stranger or anomer ammat m naturm, 
ff the barldng persists, the dog must be checked. 
*"A r~q)onslble owner trains Ms dog not to bark 
oxeessivsiy (one of the most common .nu!sanco 
~omplatnts in residential reas.) Nor does ne set his 
urinate on someone's lawn or maewalk ~rees 
because It will kill grass and young trees and shrubs," 
Dr. Fox points out. 
-lobbying for a ferry dnsl~lto a disappointing respense province," the minister said.. 
from Transportation Minister Alex Fraser. Council members unanimously described the 
• In a letter to council discussed at the meeting, minister's decision as 'poUtleal'. 
Fraser said funding for ferry" services is allocated to . Alderman Fran Busehert said there was no point in 
provide traMpertation for people in areas not con- writing any more letters to the minister because the 
nectecl to the mainland by highway. ' . district does not have a member on the government 
"Taxvayer money is beina.seent an~. a fair. share side of the house. 
,will continue to be. spent on me u.pgramng ann mare- Alderman Ran Burnett said Kitimat residents can't 
tananceofhighway~inthenorthwestbutImuatmake us the one available ferry service from Prince 
it dear that the major investment in highwaY,, port 
and ferry service that is contemplated" by uour 
council, must be considered within the framework of 
available funding and its priority as compared with 
o~er major deveopment projects elsewhere in the 
Rupert o Vancouver Inland during the tourist season 
because of heavy booking. • 
"The government has found $2S M for a stadium to 
built somewhere in B.C. but expoete us to put up with 
inadequate service," Burnetto said. 
Council members decidedto write to the minister 
and ask him to recognize highway 25 as an extension of 
highway 37 and include a ferry terminal at Kitimat in 
the department of transportalion's Ion8 range plans. 
Mayor George Thom, however, commented that he 
didn't believe the ministry has any long range plans. 
"i've never seen any,"Thom said. 
In other business, council adopted two development 
• permit by-laws providing for changes in the municipal 
cede to authorize issuance of development permits in 
designated areas. 
Council also passed a by-law exempting the Lions 
Club foster home and Radley Park lands from 
municipal taxes. 
NO IF" OPEN }!, Furniture Repair ALEX'S BODY SHOP % VtN'S O011TIItOTIHG q a'Wqnterprises 
 i hst.atioos, He, rests 
,n the old McEwan's Shop ~,! .C.~.~ Custom Hall Fire•titS, IOfiliShil[ 
(Across from tle Skim Hotel) ~' '-'~"~ 6eeeral Bnildla| Contracting' Wayne ,3S.m4 
Doys 635.6335 Ernle 635.~53 
4513 Grelg 635-2326 21 2510 S, galum 635-6686 Terraoe e 
NORTHWEST PiPE 
AND EQUIPMENT LTO. 
PIPE, PL UMBING SUPPL IE.S, PUMI~S. ' 
HOSES. NUTS AND BOLTS, FENClNG 
WATER SOFTENERS AND MORE 
5239 Death Avenue - Near e C Hydro 
635-7158 
C G H Industrial Cleaning 
Ltd. 
"WE TRAVEL ~ YOUR HOURS" 
Stear~ Cleaning and Pressure Washing 
Phone 638-1634 or 635-3545; 
pOP " "  . . . . . . .  l ~_ l l~  ~ !I BILLIARDS a AMUSEMENTS 
PIZZA : .  ,,,o,.,,. ,.v.c., . . , .  A.. ,ou. HOME BRUNSWICK PRODUCTS. 
Pizza and sub.buns delivered to your door 
hot from the oven. 
3213 KALUM STREL! 
TERRACE 6 C PHONE 635-2473 
FALL SPECIAL 
J Eveq Sadly & Wednesday ~ ~  
October 17 te hveiblr II 
With any order for P lus  of ~1.00 and u~ 
order • 9" pizza of your choice for ½ price, i L.TO, 
Pb0ne B|-3414 
Free delivery Tuesday to Sunday i - '~ - -~ '~ ' - -~  o t~ '  o ' " ". r~ 'v°~' :  " . . . . . .  "" 
Closed Monday • . ~ o L ~  u,tL~ ,~ ~o : t~t~ ~ o0r,~.. .. 
Yellowhead Hay 
& Grain 
• Complete line of livestock feed and supplement 
- Clean and utility grain 
- Fount.s..end feeders for all livestock 
• Dry dog & cat food 
• Pet travelling cages made to measure 
3315 Clark St. 635-3867 
Plumbing - Heating - Commercial Servicing 
Residential - Industrlsl - Specializing Gel Fitting 
and Sheet Metal Shop 
Charlie Belanger 
PLUMBING & HEATING LTD. 
'Unique Bathroom Boutique' 
44M LAKELSE AVENUE 
P.O. Box 534 ' PHONE 635.9319 
TERRACE, B.C. VOG 4BS OR 635.9320 
Install • Service Gas, Wood & 041 Fursnces 
TERRACE, B.C. 
PHONE tklS-ql|52 ANYTIME. 
ARE YOU READY FOR 
'THE COLD WEATHER? 
"WE CLEAN"  
CHIMNEYS --  FURNACES-  FIREPLACES 
BOILERS RESIDENTIAL or COMMERCIAL 
COMPLETE FORCED AIR HEATING SYSTEMS 
We offer the most efficient way ef cleaning your entire 
heating system by using a PRO-VAC Resldentlll. 
Commercial end Industrial Mobile Power Vacuum 
Unit. Alto Intrnduclng the new method of utlllzlr~i 
compressed air for positive act/on. 
"Our service gives positive end efficient results" 
Call the PRO.VAC people today and tee for yourlelf. 
Phone: 
Terrace 635"5292 
Kltlmet 632-2466 
Pr•.Vac Industries 
Can. Ltd. 
Sor//Ices Division 
Kltlmet-Terrace, B.C, 
Ready Mix Concrete, Send, Gravel, Top Soil, Drain 
Rock, Patio BlocKs, Concrete Gravel, Dogs of Cement, 
,/4 Yard Concrete Mixer Available for Rent. 
WE DELIVER SATURDAYS 
PHONE LU4tN 
F.J.H. READY MIX  
Construction ltd. 
Plant Off Krumm Rood 
~AL~~EPEN D:  
' l  ' !~  ' t ; t J ' t f l  : J | ' . ; t /  ~ 
CARPET & FLOORING 
INSTALLATION 
YOU SUPPLY WE INSTALL 
JAM E.,~ GRAY 
4936 McDEEK 
L18.1691 
FREE 
TERRACE HOTEL GIFT CERTIFICATES 
For these Items 
, bear ~eetk , Nor claws 
, wolf teeth , beaver teeth 
, moose or deer antlers (s,,oloor~.,,) 
Available at the front desk o1 the 
TERRACE HOTEL 
GLACIER 
L ,...'b 4418 Le|ion Avenue 
A ~ '~"  Terrace. B.C. 
5 
~O-A Complete Glass and 
S Aluminum Service 
NOW IN TERRACE 
O & L PAINTING 
Interior • Exterior. Residential • Commercial 
Specializing In Send Blasting end Industrial Coatings 
FREE ESTIMATES 
Phone: 635.4,~59 ODD NICOLAYSEN 
EASTSIDE 
GROCER Y & LAUNDROMAT 
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK 
To Serve You 
WEEKDAYS 8-11 WEEKENDS 9-11 
4438 Lakeise 635-2104 
YOUR FRIENDLY CONVENIENCE STORE 
STARBOARD 
TACK YACHTS 
SAN JUAN 
21' to 30' Sailboats 
& Accessories 
635-3OO1 
Ken Hensen 
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COMMUNITY 
SERVICES 
COMMUNITY 
SERVICES 
i 
.. 
: ,  COMMUNI~Y:~, i 
SERVICES ~1,00MiHG:iEWE~,Ts ' 
I 
Safer LIvlng,-Fuel Econom~ & Cleaner Nr" 
I IMNEYS BOILERS 41 
R DUCTS .FURNACE$!O 
eFIREPLACES 
RO-VAC INDUSTRIES 
ANADA LTD. 
:BUSINESS: ~'' 
i:''PERS0NAL ' 
Services Division 
~eclallsts In ~x)wer.vac loonlng 
srllng Street., 63S-S~P2" 
at ,  B.C. VBC 1KS. ~..-2 ~ 
~30: FUR~TURE 
• &.APPLIANCES 
CLASSIFIED RATES 
LOCAL ONLY: 
20 words or less 12.00 per In. 
Bert[on. Over 20 words 5 cents 
per word. 
3 or more consecutive Insertions 
$1.50 per Insertion. 
REFUNDS: 
First Insertion charged for 
w~ether run or not. 
Absolutely no refunds after ed 
has been set. 
CORRECTIONS: 
Must be made befOre second 
Imertlon. 
Allowance can be made for only 
one incorrect ed. 
BOX NUMBERS: 
75 cents pickup. 
$1.75 mailed. 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY: 
Rates available upon request. 
NATIONAL CLASSIF I |D 
RATE: 
22 cants per agate llne. 
Minimum charge 15.00 per In. 
sertlon. 
LEGAL • POLITICAL and 
TRANSIENT ADVERTISING: 
$3.60 per column Inch. 
BUSINESS PERSONALS: 
84.~0 per line per month. 
On a 4 month basis only. 
DEADLINE 
DISPLAY: 
4:00 p.m. 2ddaySoy. prior to 
pubUcatlon 
CLASSIFIED: ' 
2:00 p.m. on doy previous to day 
of publication MOnday to Friday. 
ALL CLASSIFIED CASH WiTH 
ORDER othlr thin 
BUSINESSES WITH AN 
ESTABLISHED ACCOUNT. 
S4rvlcs charge of 13.00 on all 
N.S.F. chlKlUaS. 
WEDDING DESCRiPTiONS: 
No charge provided news sub- 
miffed wlthln one month. 85.00 
production charge fOr woddlng 
and.or engagement pictures. 
News of weddings (write.ups) 
received one month or more 
after event $10.00 charge, with or 
without picture. Sublect to 
condansatlun. Payable In ad. 
vance. 
CLASSIFIED AN. 
NOUNCEMENTS: 
Births 5.$0 
Engagements S.S0 
Marriages S.S0 
Deaths 5.50 
Funerals 
Cards of Thanks 
Memorial Notices 
PHONE 635.6357 
Classified Advertising Dept. 
1 
NOTICES 
i 
16, 
LOST 
32, 
MOTORCYCLEs 
36. 
FOR HIRE 
OVEREATERS 
ANONYMOUS 
meets Wednesday at 8 p.m 
at St. Matthew's Anglican 
Church basement. Phone 
63.5.4427 after 6:30 p.m. 
Birthright Office 
Pregnant? In need of sup. 
port? call Birthright 635- 
3509, 3.4621 Lakelse. 
office hours: Tues. 11am. 
8pm, Wed. 9:30am.Spm, 
Thurs. 11am.9pm, Frl lpm- 
10pro or call 635.3164 or 635. 
5.136 anytime. 
14. BUSINESS 
PERSONAL 
'PREGNANT?' 
NEED HELP? 
Call Birthright for an 
alternative to abortion. 
Phone 622-4602 anytime. 
Room 233, Necbako Centre. 
Kitlmet A.A. Construction 
Group In Kltlmat: telephone 
632.3713. 
MEETINGS: 
Monday. Step Mestlngs. 8:30 
p.m. Lutheran Church. 
Wednesdays Closed. 
Mestlngs 0:30 p.m. United 
Church. 
SUBSCRIPTION RATES 
SUBSCRIPTION 
RATES 
Effective 
October 1, !171 
Single Copy 20c 
By Carrier mth 3.00 
By Carrier year 33.00 
By Mall 3 mth. 1S.00 
By Mall 6 mth 25.00 
By Mall year 45.00 
Senior citizen year 20.00 
British Commonwealth ond 
United States of America one 
year ~.00 
Box 3~, Terrace, B.C. 
VBG 2M9 
HOME DELIVERY 
Terrace & District 
Thornhlll & District 
Phone 638-6357 
Klflmat & Dlstrlct 
Phone 632.2747 
The Herald reserves the right 
to classify ads under appropriate 
headings and to set rates 
therefore and to dat~mlne page 
focatlon. 
The Herald reserves the right 
to revise, edit, classify or reject 
any advertisement and to retain 
any answers directed to the 
Herald Box Reply Service, and to 
repay the customer the sum paid 
for the advertisement end box 
ran: 
BOx r~))llea on "Hold" In, 
structlons not plckod up wlthln 10 
days of explry of an ed, 
vertlsement will be destroyed 
unless malllng Instructlme are 
recelved, Those answerlng BOx 
Numbers are requested not to 
send originals of documents to 
evold loss. 
All claims of errors In ad- 
verflssments must be recelved 
by the publisher within 30 days 
after the first publication. 
It Is agreed by the advertiser 
requesting space that the 
IMblllty of the Herald In the 
event of failure to publish en 
advertisement or In the event of 
an error appearing In the ad. 
vertisement as published shell 
be limited to the emount paid by 
the advertiser for only One In. • 
correct Insertion for the pornon 
of the advertising space occupied 
by the Incorrect or omitted item 
only, and that there shall be no 
llablllty to any event greater 
thsn the amount peld for such 
edvertlslng. 
Advertisements must cOmply 
wlth the British Columbla 
Human Rlghta Act whlch 
prohiblls any 8dv~tlsln0 that 
discriminates against any 
person because of his race, 
religion, sex, color, nationality, 
S.S0 ancestry or piece of origin, or 
5.$0 becouse his age Is between ,14 
5.50 end 65years, unlessthe condition 
Is Justified by a Bona fide 
requirement for the work In. 
volved. 
Terrace Little Theetre Is 
having an evening of theatre 
activit ies Including a 
reading for the Christmas 
play. Want to get Involved? 
Come along to Little Theatre 
Building, Kalum St. at 8 p.m. 
SKEENA HEALTH UNIT 
2.3215 Eby St. 
Terrace, B.C. 
4,1543O7 
CHILD HEALTH CON- 
FERENCES 
Weakly at Eby St. Every 
Tues. 1:30.3:S0 p.m. Phone 
for appointment. 
Held at Thornhlll Elem., 4th 
Tues. of every month from 
1:30 . 3:30 pm. Phone for 
appointment. Babyslffers 
who bring children must 
have parents' written con- 
sent for Immunization. 
ADULT IMMUNIZATION 
CLINICS 
Every Men. and Wed. from 3 
• 4:10 p.m. By appointment 
only. 
PRE-NATAL CLASSES 
Held throughout he year for 
expectant parents. Phone 
Health Unit for details and 
registration. 
PRE.NATAL BREATHING 
and  RELAXATION 
EXERCISES 
B.C. Old Pensioners Tea & 
Bazaar will be held Sat., 
Nov. 3, 1979 at Terrace 
Arena Banquet Rm. from 
1:30 p.m. to 4:30 p,m. (nc- 
2N) 
O.O.R.P. 
Annual 
FALL BAZAAR 
& TEA 
November 17, 1979 
(nc.16N) 
Rebekah Lodge Annual Tea 
and Bazaar, Sat., Nov 10- 
Oddfellows Hall, 3222 
Munro~ St. 2-4 PM. (nc-10n) 
Northern Delights Co.op Is 
having a Halloween PotLuck 
Party for members and their 
families. October 31st, 7:30 
p.m• Anglican Church Hall. 
Wear a costume. Phone 635- 
9415 for further Information. 
(NC.31 Oct) 
The Northwest Community 
Held every Men. afternoon 
"2 p.m. 
HOME NURSING CARE 
Nursing care In the home for 
those who need It, on referral 
from their fatally doctor. 
Terrace area only. 
PRE.SCHOOL SCREENING 
CLINICS 
18 months: at Child Health 
Conferences. 6 yrs. once to 
twice monthly. 4V~ . 5 yr:~. 
(ore.kindergarten): Spring 
blitz. Developmental, vlsr, n, 
hearing scrennlng do~e. 
Please phone for ap- 
pelntment. 
' .VD CLINIC 
Phone for appointment. 
Treatment available. 
SANITATION 
Public health Inspectors can 
assist with sanitation 
problems, such as food 
pelsonlngs and complaints, 
sewage disposal, privet:, 
water supplies ant. 
nuisances. 
SPEECH and HEARING 
1 College Is sponsoring a 
special community event, a 
two-hour workshop on mime 
and movement. 
The Workshop will be held at 
the Terrace Little Theatre, 
saturday October 27th from 
10-12 In the morning. Fee 
SS.00 
The workshop will be given 
by Axis Mime, who are 
performing at the R.E.M. 
Lea Friday, October 26th. 
The group Is from Van- 
couver, and their  per- 
formances and workshops 
are excellent. 
Everyone Is welcome. Call 
635.2977 for further details• 
(NC.26 Oct) 
Greyhound Bus Schedule 
change effective 28th of 
October.S:30 p.m. scheduled 
run to Prince Rupert will 
leave I/= hour earlier at 5:00 
The Northwest Regional 
Arts Council Is sponsoring a Help Wanted: 
CONCERT by the In. Part Time Pro-school 
ternatlonal ly recognized teacher for Lazzelle Pre. 
YORK WINDS, Canada's School, 4ffi7 Lazelle *Ave• 
foremost wind quIntst, In the App l i ca t ions  s ta t ing  
R.E.M. Lee Theatre, education ,end experience 
Terrace, on Sat. OCt. 27, at addressed to supervisor. 
0:00 P.M. Tickets are InformBtlon 635.7918 
available at the door: Adults 
$5.00; Students and Senior 
Citizens $2.50 
(NC-26 Oct) 
Axis Mime Theatre comes to 
Terrace October 26, at 8 PM 
at the R.E.M. Lee. They are 
presenting an evening of 
QUICK CHANGES,along 
with a western melodrama. 
AxIs Mime Is a well.known 
Vancouver group, who 
specialize In theatrical and 
entertaining mime for all 
ages. Be sure to come and 
see them. Call 635-2101 for 
tickets. 
(NC 26 Oct) 
COLLIE R EXCAVA'~ 
Backhoe Work 
Phone 635.5340after 6:00 pm. 
(am-1-10-79) 
P 24.26 Oct) 
interested In photography? 
Gain experience doing team 
photos. We'll trBIn you. Good 
35mm single lens ref lex 
camera, electronic flash, 
and car necessary. Must be 
available about 20 minutss 
each morning and afternoon, 
and about 1 hour each 
evening for one week. Call 
collect 521-9593., - 
P3-29 Oct. 
Automot ive  Manager  
needed Immediately for 
auto department. Weakly 
salary plus commission. 
After 3 months full 
benefits. Full t ime position. 
• 44 hours per weak. Apply 
In parson to: 
K mart 
4761 Lakelse Ave 
A&29 Oct. Terrace, B.C. 
White with hint of tan 2:h yr  
dd multeze poodle on High• 
Nay 16.40 mlle. Answers to 
Schmeglts. Reward. 630-1524 
days, 624-4056 evenings. 
P$-30 Oct) 
Lost: Male Maltese dog 
between Terrace and Prince 
Rupert on Hwy 16, Approx 40 
miles from Terrace. Lost on 
Oct 13. Reward offered. 
Phone 624.9085. 
(C4.260) • . 
Small black kitten on Loen 
Ave. 5 mos. old wearing 
brown flea collar, on 
medication. Reward offered. 
Please call 635-3389 or 635. 
6066. 
Do you possess the 
ability to become a: 
Successful 
Executive? 
THEN 
We want YOUR talents 
We NEED your talents 
Let's grow TOGETHER 
WE ASK:THE 
FOLLOWING OF YOU: 
1. Compatibility with 
Wilhngness fo relocate 
2• people 
• Minimum Grade 12 
education 
4. Front line 
determination 
CLINIC . . . . . . . . . . . . .  p.m. till further notice• 
Lllelo at 4612 ~r.elg p, ve Tel. :fC10;1 NI ' . 
638-1155).The audlol6glst " . . . .  
will do hearing tests on 
referral by family doctor or 
community health nurse. 
Speech pathologist 
therapist wil l  carry out 
speech assessments and 
therapy, 
LONG TERM CARE 
At 205.,1631 Laselle Ave. Tel. 
635-9196. 
WANTED FOR OUR 
CONSIGNMENT & SALES 
FLOOR: 
Furn i tu re ,  appl iances,  
power tools, hand tools, 
dean small cars, motor- 
,; .(C3 25 Oct) 
~)t. 22, 1979. Small male 
| (Peakapoo). White curly 
.._Jr• Tattoo registration on 
his tummy. QAO99D. Sub.' 
stantlal reward. Phone 638. 
8161. (c10-250) 
WE OFFER: • 
I 
1. Pride in your 
accomplishmonts 
2. Good positions 
3. Good benefits 
4. Good remuneration 
But most important of all 
a chance for a secure 
and successful future. 
Excellent opportunity fol 
recent graduates. 
on Friday Oct. 20th. 
NC3-220 Assessment and planning for 
those eligible for Long Term 
DO you feel_, yOUU~.~,~ a~O~l .O  HANDICAPPED 
drinking At 205.4621 Laselle Ave. Tol. proolemr: Jnem Is 
help 
Avallablel 
Phone 635.5636 
Alcoholics Anonymous 
MEETINGS: 
Mort. 8:30 p.m. United 
Church. 
Mon. S p.m. • Alenon 
Skeana Health Unit. 
Thurs. or Sat. S: 30 p.m. Mills 
Memorial Hospital. 
Ripa Relief 
Ahortlon Counselling 
& Crisis Llna for 
Woman 
Ladles Slim Line Club meets 
Monday evening --6:30 p.m. 
-- United Church basement, 
Kltlmat 
Fridays. Open Meetings 8:30 Women's A.A. Meetings - -  
p.m. Skeena Health Unit, Every Tuseday NIght at T:3O 
KIttmat General Hospital. --4711 Lazello Ave. 635-5145. 
At.Anon Meetings • Tuesday INCHES AWAY CLUB 
• 8 p.m. Unltsd Church. Meet every Tuesday night at 
. . . .  8 In the Skeena Health Unit. _ n__  
1'COMING EVENTS 
For more Information phone 
635-3747 or 635-3023. 
SKEENA CENTRE 
ONCE MORE WE OPEN 
OUR DOORS TO THE 
SENIORS UF THE 
COMMUNITY. 
We offer 
COFFEE 
CONVERSATION 
& 
CRAFTS 
In a friendly 
Drop.In Centre 
atmosphere 
We supply 
MATE RIALS 
INSTRUCTION 
& 
TRANSPORTATION 
As well as an area for 
relaxation. For more In. 
formation about these and 
other actlvlt los, please 
phone 635-2265 and ask for 
Skeana Centre. See you there 
any time between O am end 
3:30 pm Monday thru 
Frlday, 
Weight Watchers meeting 
held every Tuesday at 7 p.m. 
at the Knox United Church 
Hall, 4907 Lazelle Avenue. 
WANTED DONATIONS 
The Three Rivers Workshop 
for tha Handicapped are 
Iooklng for donatlons of any 
old, broken or used pleces of 
furniture, also any discarded 
wood products we could use 
for recycling or renovating. 
Call us at 63S-2238 between 
8a.m. and 3 p.m. We will try 
to make arrangements for 
pickup. 
39, 
44, ROOM & 
BOARD 
MILLS MEMORIAL 
THRIFT SHOP 
Mills Memorial Hospital' 
Auxiliary would appreciate 
any donations of good, clean 
clothing, any household 
items, toys etc. for their 
Thrift Shop. For pickup 
service phone 635-5320 or 635- 
5233, or leave Donations at 
tho Thrift Shop on Lazelle 
Avenue on Saturdays bet- 
wean 11 a.m. and 3 p.m. 
Thank you. 
635-9196, 
Assessment and guidance 
for vooatlonal and seclal 
rehabll ltBtlon done by 
consultant. 
TERRACE 
WOMEN'S 
CENTRE 
- a support service 
forwomen- 
4711 Lazallo Ave. 
behind TIIlicum Theatre 
635.5145. 
Drop in: 10 am.6 pm MoB.- 
Thurs. 10 am-4 pm Friday. 
We offer a comfortable 
relaxed atmosphere to meet 
and share Ideas. Childrer 
are welcome. 
EVENING PROGRAMS: 
7:30 pm Tuesdays. Women's 
AA. 1st Wednesday of month 
• Status of Women, 2nd 
Wednesday- Single Parents 
(led by a single father), 3rd 
Wednesday Men & 
Women's Rap, Thursdays . 
Women's Night Out. 
The Terrace St. Mathew's 
Church Bazaar will be held 
Sat• Nov. 24 1979. 
(NC 23 Nov) 
Rummage Sale Sat. Oct. 
27th. 9 a.m. til l 12 Noon. 
St. Matthew Church Hall 
4727 Park Ave., 
Donations Welcome 
Drop at Church. 
Monday afternoon Oct. 22. 
Phone 635.4602 for pick up 
(NC 26 Oct.) 
Slide Show Library 
Basement 
Kemano I I 
"A look at the country that 
will be flood." 
7:30 p.m. 
Nov.1 1979 
Nenlka.Maurlce River Club 
(NC-IN) 
The Anglican Church Bazaar 
will be held Sat. Nov, 24, 
1979. (nc.23N) 
Idkos, buats, motors or any 
dher Items In acceptable 
rendition. .'~ " :'i~(:~J):~NTING STUD'ENT 
Terrace Auction Maf~:( " ( ,~al  f lrm of Chartered 
Comer of Apslsy & l:,akalse Accountants has an openlng 
or phone ¢184173, (cffn-2.20- for a student Interested In 
79) 
PDQ 
Carpet & Flooring 
Installation 
You supply -- we Install 
618-1691 
INSISTON 
THE BEST 
Concrete septic tanks In 
stock• Get relief with a 
mncrets Investment. 
Schmltty's Excavating 
635.3939 
(am.1•10-79) 
GEMINI EXCAVATING 
LTD. 
(Wes Andrews) 
Backhoe Work 
Hourly and Contract 
635-3479 
anytime 
(am.1 •10-79) 
SEARS 
SALES AGENCY 
Wholesale merch&ndl~,e 
Auction services 
Ornamental Ironwork 
3972 DOble Street 
Phone 635.7024 
10 a.m. • 2 p.m. 
Closed Mondays 
(cm•12-10-79) 
WOMEN'S  NIGHT OUT 
presents Ly Koblerskl, 
speaking on: 
"WOMEN'S USE OF 
PHARMACEUTICAL 
DRUGS". 
On Thursday,October 25 at 
7:30 p.m. at the Women's 
Contre.4711 Lazello 635.$145 
(NO 
30. FURNITURE 
& APPLIANCES 
Laurie Thaln Is In town and 
looking forward to giving a 
home town concert, Terrace 
Litt le Theatre building, 
Kalum Street, Oct. 26 snd 27, 
8 PM. Tickets at McColls, 
$4 ,00(adu l ts )  and  
$3.00(senlors and students). 
accountancy as a career. 
Preference will be given to 
students currently enrolled ~ 
In a course leadlng to a 
degree. Salary negotiable. 
Send resume to Porter, 
Gleselman, Grelg, Wilkinson 
and Co., 302-4546 Park 
Avenue, Terrace, B.C. 
(A5.31 Oct) 
Learning Assistant Teacher 
for the elementary grades Is 
required from Dec. 1 1979 
until June 30, 1980 as a 
temporary  pos i t ' Ion.  
Qualified applicants please 
send application and resume 
to : 
Mr .  N. : Kels ~ 
District Superintendent of 
Schools, 
School District No.92 
(Nlsgha) 
New Alyansh, B.C. : 
633-2228 
(A2.24,25 Oct) 
II 
, • 1he I 
g 
DAILY HERALD I 
needs 
CARRIERS 
In the following areas: 
;~ ~ Thornhllh 
Cottonwood Street, Empire 
Street, Paquette Avonue, 
Kofoed • DesJardlnes, 
Kofoed . Sharpies, River 
Drtve, Burgess . Laurier 
Avenue, Thornhlll Street. 
Te rrsce: 
Highway 16 W., Willow 
Creek Rd., 4900 Block 
Agar, 4700 Block Agar. 
If you are Interested In one 
of these routes please 
irene: 
435-6357 
between 9 am and S pm. 
KItlmat: 
fukon Street, Quail . 
~erllng Streets, Oriole . 
~prey Streets• 
If Intoreated -- phone Kelth 
632.~47 
(ctfn-nc) 
- -K  mar t - -  
CANADA,  L IMITED 
SKEENA MALL 
TERRACE 
For Sale: Studio knlffing 
machine 2 years old. For 
further Information call 635- 
7878. (c20-0N) i 
11 cu f t  frldge In ext. con. 
dttlon. $150.00 white, Phone 
635.6997. 
P3•26 Oct) 
For sale: One 1956 Chev 
single Axle dvmp truck. One 
1965 IHC tandem dump 
Various rambler ford parts. 
(car and truck) Priced 
cheap to sell. One garage to 
rent. One trailer space to 
rent on private lot. Phone 
635-3566. Nelghbourhood 
garage sole at 29.~ McNeil 
St., Copper Mountain Sub. 
division 10:00 A.M. to 2:50 
P.M.' October 27th and 
November 3rd. Garage 
necessities to household 
necessities. Everything 
reasonably priced. 
(C8.2 Nov) 
1977 Honda XL 175 CC 
1976Yamaha DT 175 CC. Will 
consider trade for 
snowmobile(s). For further 
into plse phone 638.6418. 
(P5.30 Oct.) 
1972 Norton Commando $900 
original miles exc. ,  Cond. 
Spare parts. $1200,00 Ph. 638- 
(P5~29 .~ '..*Oct).-'~,~ :.~".~,~.~ 
"Rubber Boots for Dancing" 
and memories of.pioneer life 
In the Bulkley Valley written 
by Nan Bourgon Is now on 
sale in Smlthers at Van's 
News, Western Drugs and 
Interor 5tstlonary. 
C15-12 Nov) 
For Sale 1971 Ski Roule 340 
H.P. Exc. Cond. Ph 635-4342. 
P3.26 OCt) 
For •sale one older set of 
encyclopedias. Also Kemac 
burner. Ph 635.6479. 
(P3-28 Oct) 
410 John Doere Backhoe for 
hire. Phone 635.4081. (cm.5; 
10.79) 
TO GIVE AWAY 
One cat and one k!flen~ 
Kitten Is black, lively -~.:cef ~ 
Is young, dark brown wlt~/ 
faint light stripes. Cat Is ~ 
affectionate, adaptable, . '  
house broken. Hate to give 
her up, but landlord Insists,- 
Call 635-6357 days, Ll1-1639 
evenings. Ask for Don. (nc- 
stf) 
For Sale: Registered 
Alaskan Malamute poppies; 
Sire & Dam qua of Sliver. 
sheen Kenne!a. Available 
Oct•" 19. Ph. 635.1996 after 5 
pro. (p10•290) 
Willing to babysit In own 
home. Flexible hours. Live 
near Hospital• Experienced 
sitter. References available 
to Inquire, phone 635.6829. 
(135-30 Oct) 
BACKHOE 
for 
HIRE 
Phone 
6884484 
635-6757 
(cffn.2.10.79) 
For Sale:30 Gal Gas Water 
Heater $$0. 58,000 BTU oll 
space heater $75. 200 gal fuel 
tank, half full furnace oll 
$100. All In good working 
condition. Ph 635•5855. 
1=3.26 Oct) 
Wanted to Buy: Used fur-' 
nlture such as couch, chair, 
table & chairs. Phone 635- 
6417. (ctfn-11-10•79) 
I am collecting Canadian 
coins. If you have sliver you 
want' to sell. I pay top 
. . . .  prlCeS~ Also •,Birch firewood 
B~ new rod a¢o~.M~l~;~r~e~'~38.1323 l 
flrmece. Ph 638-~#. '~t '~  ' 
(C3.26 Oct) 
For sale:1965 TD15B cat 
Store Fixtures for Sale. 
Phone during the day. 
635.6876 
(cffn•2.10-79) 
Tire changer for sale. Phone 
635-4246. 
C~/~Nov.) 
One~ warn winch; ~elentrlc 
wI~)~I-ID bumper to fit. One 
Ludwig set of drums and 
cymbals In excellent cond. 
Ph 635.9420 
(P3-2S Oct) 
1476 sq ft 3 br full basement 
home on 1.5 acres with lake 
frontage In Smlthers. 
1976 40 HP Intornatlonal 
Tractor c.w cab, front end 
loader and blade. Call 
Smlthers 847.2438. 
(CS-29 Oct) 
LOOK ING FOR FUR. 
NITURE? 
Try the Terrace Auction 
Mart Sales Floor. New & 
mad furniture at a price 
anyone can afford. We buy 
and soft. Call the Tarcace 
Auction Mart, 4435 IJkelse 
Ave. Phone 635-5172 (ctth•2• 
~0.79) 
Are your ceilings getting . '  1~, LB "I pr0.pane..tank $50, 
. , 30 Harvesl gota propane dingy locking? If ~hey:,are,- : : , 
have them r f sS OnBl~y~ stove, excellent cond. 
resprayed. Call Earl at 635" .. ~zw' ' 39" buxsprlng and 
2776 mattress like new 8600. 3 
C40.12 Dec. drawer student des k $45.00. 
Qua l i f i ed  carpenter ,  
tradesman fully equipped 
with air tools, available for 
renovations, custom cabinet, 
arborlte,  formica In• 
stallatlons. Will consider all 
other typos' of flnlshlng work. 
Phone After 6 p.m. Ask for 
~on. 638.5708 
(CI0-1N) 
HARLEY'S PAINTING 
& DECORATING 
Drywal l ,  stucco, t i le, 
l inoleum. Free estimate. 
Phone 
631-1028 
(c20.6N) 
For sale.One 'effel' wood- 
stove.fireplace combination. 
Never been used. Must sell. 
$650.00 Phone 635-2475. 
(P3 Oct29) 
90,000 B.T.U. Esso ultamattc 
oll furnace. Like flew,~6300.00 
Ph 638.1263 
(P3-25 Oct) 
PIs call 63.5.9625. 
(P3.0ct 26) 
One used wood hox heater. 
One aluminum storm and 
screen door. Fits 2'6"X 6'6". 
One box spring 39" "1 
fiberglass canopy fits small 
vehicle size. 
2 tire and rims 66014 wlntor 
with chrome rims. 3.25X19 
motorbike tires and rlms.Ph 
635.2668 
CS.31 Oct) 
WANTED 
Spot cash paid for 
Good used furniture, guns, 
lewellery, skates, BCRIC 
shares. 
Anything of value 
We buy - sell • trade 
Gunsmlthlng 
OUEENSWAY 
TRAOING 
3215 Kalum Street 
Terrace * 638.1613 
with power steering, 
R.O.P.S., angle Dozer. 
$21,000 Phone 635.6282 after 6 
p.m. 
( P5.25 Oct ) 
For Sale 1973 GM ~, ton 
.pickup, VO, 4 speed, power 
steering** and brakes, radio, 
elech~i~'t~ller brakes and 
drop hitch.S2,750. Phone 635. 
6202 after 6 p.m. 
( PS.25Oct ) * 
For Sale 1962 Dodge O900, S- 
A flatdeck with air brakes, . .  
rlggod to pull trailer. New ~. 
413engine. 82,500. Phone 635. :- 
6282 after 6 p.m. -:i 
( IO5.25 Oct) ';-, 
Wanted to buy.  Old car and i 
truck and cat batteries. TOP,~," 
price paid. Will pick up.i,~ 
Phone 635-4735 anytime. ( 
(p20-1N) '~' 
Wanted. Good furniture end~ r "  
misc. articles for auction. : 
Call L.W. Sears at 635.7024 or;~: 
3092 Hw" 16 East. (p20-1N):!~ 
MARINE 
17Scot Cedar Strip (Hen o~ 
dyboy) fuel cabin. Electric 
start. Good, heavy sea hull, 
40 HP Johnson motor. Single 
axle trailer. Ph 638•1691. 
Ca.30 Oct) 
1974 17 I/2 Foot K and C deep 
Von trailer near new soft top 
120 H.P. OMC stern drive. 
84680.00 Phone 635.9502 
(P5-26 Oct) 
For Sale 151/2 foot 
Sangstucraft with 65 HP 
mercury outboard motor and 
• phone 635.4398. 
(C3.26 Oct) 
Room and Board In Thor. 
nhlll. Ph 635.5051. Avail. 
Nov'..Ist or 15th. 
CC5.310) 
3 br. country home with 
excellent view on one acre. 
1026 sq. ft., creak frontage, 
large garden area with 
excellent soil. Asking 
140,000. Phone 635-2485 after 
6 pro. (cffn-16.10-79) 
! ! 
For Sale by builder. Your 
~halce of six homes. Prlras 
reduced For more In. 
formation pit call collect 
deys.S62.4114, evenings.562. 
3697. 
CTFN.2S OCt 79 
~66: RECREATIONAL 
i •;:: yEHIOLE'S•)/: •: 
In Terrace now 3 Br. House 
With 0carport and covered 
walkway w.w •wall to wall 
with feature wall and easily 
developed lower floor. 
4826. 
(C4.260ct) 
Three bedroom view home 
overlooking TerraCe and the 
Skesna Valley. Many ex. 
cellent features, Including 
wall to walt carpeting, buiU 
tn dishwasher, two full baths 
and large covered sundeck. 
Located In a quirt residential 
area only minutes from 
schools and downtown. 
Possession can ba Im. 
modiste. To vlew phone 798. 
2258 after 6 pro. (atfn-11-10, 
79) 
HANDYMAN 
SPECIAL 
House and lot In Thornhlll 
area. Contact Rick Smith or 
Jack Ambler at 635-7117 for 
~Hher details. (cifn.l&10- 
3 "BR home with full 
lassment. ApproK, 1000 sq. 
ft. HaS 20x30 ft. worktbop. 
Fenced &. lendsceped lot, 
Approx. ~XI00. View at 4143 
Slraume or phone ~1S.9233 
attar5 pro. (1~0.300) 
Working couple requires 2 
Dr. Accommodation Im. 
mediately, weekdays 8:30 
am to 4:30 pm phone 635-6255 
local 52 after 6:00 638.1080. 
CTFN.23 Oct) 
By family of 3 a two or three 
bodrcon apt., house , or 
trailer as soon as possible. 
Call 635-6536 ext. 20 between 
8:30-4:30 pn~:' "~ 
(C4-26 Oct) ("':~"~;~ 
• ~ ,w~.  ~ %,; 
By family of 3 a~v~ or ~h-~es 
bedrcon apt., house , or 
trailer at soon as possible. 
Call 635.6536 ext. 20 between 
8:30-4:30 pm 
(C4.25 Oct) 
2 or 3 BR home with 
basement end fireplace 
p'aforred but not wgenf. 
eta or 2 atspt to front on-' 
trance. Call evenings only 
(collect If necessary). 1)2. 
567-4191, ~(C20-310) 
EARN ts3.~o ~Daliy ($2~:0o '74 Comet PS. P.B. Good 
Weekly) In your own running condition Phone638. 
IxJslnes~ mailing circulars 1318 
• t home. No experlencej (PS.30 Oct.) 
needed. Worldwide Mall 
Sytternt 9;, Uox 1022, 79 T-Bird low mileage. Exc. 
Cobourg, Ontario. K9A4WS. Warranty. Phons 638.1366. 
(C15-7 Nov.) 
Furnished suite, 1 Or or 
room and board for single 
person. Non drinker. Ph 635. 
2211 LOR.al 202, 635-9536 
(:3-29 Oct) 
Required as of November 
1st, room or room and boar d 
for single working woman. 
Ph 6,18-1372. 
P4 30 Oct) 
For Rent: 900 ~1.' ft. on, 
mcond floor. Air con: 
dtloned. Located at 4623 
Lakatea Avenue. Phone 635. 
2S52. (cffn.2.10.79) 
Valuable commercial ot In 
Terrace. For sale or build to 
owners requirements. For 
Information plaasa phone 
Russ Roper 562.4114 Collect. 
(Cl0.Nov 1.) 
Property for Sale 1.2 Acre. 
View property In country. 
Creek frontage, nicely treed. 
Phone 635-2485 after 6 p.m. 
C.TFN 24) 
"Let for Sale: Excellent large 
lot an 4516 Cedar Crescent. 
Ideal resldenftat area with 
potential v l sw.  $21,000. 
Con(act 635.7696. (cffn.2.10. 
Small business. Can be 
operated part time or  In 
conjunction with anothei" 
line. Easy terms to right 
party. Phone 635.4569 
evenings, t p8-260) , 
For Sale: Fdiy equlpp~ 
convonlonca-: Stars. With 
!lying accommodation. Store 
does a "good year round 
turnover. For further in. 
formation piaNO write Box 
1214 or cell 635-39/1. (ctfn4- 
10-79) 
P3-~ OCt) 
5 ,: i , .  ':~':;i; ~ : ' ,  FOR SALE By OWNER.1977 
:AUTOMOBILES ; Chev. Blazer. 4wheel drive. 
: '  ;:' ./ i :: Over $17,000 Invested. Built 
350 engine by off road 
19711 7.28 Camaro wine color, specialist. Over St,000 In. 
Custom Interior.' Power vested In motor. M22 rock 
windows PsPb Automatic; crushe.r4 speed. Hurst vertl. 
transmission, headers,'  gate shifter. Tack roll bar. 4 
combination radio.tape Inch lift suspension kit. Too 
deck. many extras to list. asking 
Phone Prince Rupert Sl2,002 Ph. &lS-521g. 
624.5704 •after 5 p.m. (C$.30 Oct) 
(CS-2S Oct) 
1954Char eel Nr  AM Sedan. 75 Ford Club Cab V.8 Auto 
Exc. runnln9 condltlon. P.S.P.B. radlo. Exc. con. 
Many orlolnnlaxtres. Some dltlon Never drlven on 
body work needed. Best gravel. Asklng S4,100. Ph 042. 
offer. &1g-s371. 5910 or 042.6606. 
[PS-29 Oct) 1='3.2S Oct.) 
1973 Suberben P.S.P.B.A.T. 
350 V.O Very Good Condltlan. 
S3,000.00 aBe.  Ph. Kltlmat' 1976 Toyota Land Cruleer. 
602.3029. 
1=3.35 Oct) 4X4 283 engine. 350 horse 
, . ram. 2 sets of tires and rims 
;N8 Chav. Bol Air soft and hard top. Phone 635- For Sale 
IO00.00 OBO 197B Datsun PU 7662 
and campei'~ only 6,000 miles (Ca 25 Oct) 
$&gso.00. 
635-2243 days, `• 63S.,i,18s 
aven,lngs. 
(PS-29OCt) 
o 
196~ Chevalle. Gloss black 
and white scoop. New Tires 
and rims. 11 to 1 pistons. 12 
bolt rurend. 450 Halley carl:; 
1976 Ford Superrab F.250 4 
speed transmission, com. 
plate with 11 foot camper. 
Has frldgs, stove with oven, 
furnace. Four hydrallc 
lacks. Unit special $4295.00. 
See it at Camperland S41fl 
Hwy 16 West Ph 635-617~ 
with many more high per,: Dealer License Nbr. 5731. 
formance extras Must sell. C3.29 Oct 
638-1427 or 635.5600. 
C10-S Nov 1974 Oats011 PU Auto 1900 ct 
5hortbox 27,500 miles. Gooc 
1972 Flreblrd for sale. Phone cond. $2,500.00 aBe. AfteJ 
635-4244. ,' 6:00p.m. PIt call 638.1443- 
(O-2 Nov.) . or 63S.2037, e'~.,) Nov 
. , -  ', 
For Sale.Ford Mercury 1966. 
Comes with camper. 635. 
3806, 635.5556. 
P2.25 Oct) 
For Sale: 1972 12x68 foot 
trailer set up In trailer park. 
For app. to view call 635- 
2506. (c20.8N) 
1970 Intsrnatlonal PU with 
flatdeck. Ph 635.2568. 
(;3-26 OCt) 
78 Bendix citation 28 feet. 
1978 Bronco P.S.P.B. travel trallar. Comes with 
posltraction 351 with 4 speed Microwave oven, vaccum 
Exc. tapodeck and radio. Ph cleaner. AM.PM 8 track. 
Oath air and air conditioner 
635-4516. with heater. 4~00 watt 
Ca.30 Oct 
generator, awning, T.V. 
arlal, Inslda control. Like 1919 GMC Van P.S.P.B. V8 new . App 8,000 miles. 635. 
Radial fires, FM steres 2592 
cassette. Much more. Call C5.30 Oct. 
Pat 632.2102 or" 632.6797. 
C5-31 Oct) 1975 Dodge =A Ton Club Cab 
with camperette Travel 
Must sell 197B Ford windo~ Tank and CB Asking 55,000. 
Van. Less than e,ooo miles Call 638.1390 after S P,M. 
Partially ramperlzed man) P3.25 Oct. 
extras. Ph 635.9083. 
(C5-29 Oct) MOTORI.IOME5 FOR 
RENT: 20' to 26'. 
Wanted: Toyota body In Luxuriously equipped. Fully 
good coodltlon. No engine. Insured. Available for Nov., 
Preferrably Corona Mark II Dec., Jan. Phone 632.2420. 
or Corolla. (c20-16N) 
Call 635.7127 befora 5. 638. 
1064 after 5. MUST SELL IM- 
(C,I-29 Oct) MEDIATELY: 1977 31 foot 
Wilderness travel trailer. 
Asking $&500. View et Reel 
For Sale.- 1977 F.250 4X4. InnMatel. Highway 16West. 
Radial tires H.D. suspension Last trailer on left. IctM.2- 
complate with 1978 10V: foot 
tun and fun camper. 3 way 
power unit both In good cond. 
For further Into pit call 635. 
4308. DIVORCE 
PS-31 Oct) $100 + filing fees 
For Sale~.1978 Ford Granada We prepare your divorce 
E.S.S.,P.S.P.B. radio bucket papers over the phone - -  
fast. For more Information 
seats, radials, low mileage, call THE LAW SHOPPE of 
Would like older car on JACK D. JAMES, M.B.A., 
trade. Also a fender reverb LI.B TOLL FREE 112-600- 
vlbrolux amplifier, twin d43-3025 (in Vancouver area 
s~akert 4 Input almost new.. call 687.2442). Chergex and 
Ph 6.15.2009 after 5:30 p.m. Mattarcharge welcomed. 
C5-31 Oct (Btfn.th.2G.9.791 
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Notice of 
Apptication for 
Change of Name 
Notice is hereby given that 
an appllratlon will be made 
to the Director of Vital 
Statlttlra for a change of 
name, pursuant to the 
provisions of the "Change of 
Name Act," by me: 
THOMAS CHARLES 
WEBBER of RR 2, Utk 
Store, Terrace, B.C. VgG3Z9 
to 'change my name from 
THOMAS CHARLES 
WEBBER TO THOMAS 
CHARLES POWERS. 
P1-25 Oct 
Notice :To alt customers of 
Fash lon  Tw~Twenty  
Cosmetics. Take notice that 
there will be a price Increase 
of products ef/actlve Nov.1, 
1979 To place an order before 
Increase phone 635-5041 
(C~.30 ?ct) 
To whom It may conrarn: I 
Vlncent Vance Gaynor will 
not be responsible for any 
debts or bills Incurred by my 
wife, as of this date. OCt. 19 
1979. 
V.V. Oaynor 
(PS-k9 Oct) 
Registered 9 yr old ~/e Arab. 
Ve thouroughbred. Showan 
Western and English. Good 
prospect lumper $700. OBO 
Call after 5 635.2913. 
C3.26 Oct) 
For sale-Beef cross feeder 
calves. Various sizes. Also 
feeder pigs. Call 635.5517.The 
Jackson Place. 
C5.25,26,29,31 Oct, 2 Nov) 
wm 
A New Look At Life After 50 
Ten percent of AmeN- 
cans are now past 65. And 
by the year 2020, It's esti- 
mated that figure could rise 
to 25 percent. 
That's a far cry from the 
dawn of the 20th century 
when life expectancy was 
only 47. By 1971, it was 71. 
And who knows what the 
future will be as medicine 
achieves new breakthroughs 
in killer diseases. 
With longer life comes 
the need to make those 
years morn secure. Buying 
insurance is  one way. Ae- 
cordirtg to Colonial Penn 
Insurance Co., homeownem 
bver age 60, in particular, 
should be aware of the need 
to upgrade insurance on 
their homes. 
Studies how that many 
homeowners over age f,J 
bought heir home 15 to 20 
years ago. With increasing 
inflation, there is a need to 
review and where necessary, 
update the insurance cover- 
age on these homes. 
According to the U,S. 
Census Bureau, construction 
costa rose 128.8% between 
1968 and 1878 alone. In fact 
the rebuilding cost of older 
homes in many areas has at 
least doubled. And if they're 
destroyed by fire or other 
calamity, unless the insur- 
ance protection has kept 
pace with inflation, many 
homeowners may have to 
pay thousands of dollars out 
of their own pockets. 
For Sale Wiener PI0t. Call 
635.2603. 
P~-~0 Oct) 
N 
SAVI 
i l :nn l :n  
Experienced we lder  required for work  In 
Houston area. Steady employment .  Stra ight  
days. Number  3 T icket  oi- better.  Should be 
experienced in construction and logging 
repairs.  
Phone 
m. !n  m.741s . 
.' ,.,. ,%. ,,, '.,~ g :;-, ~r~O .'!,i el x ,~" .g CI~" ( j  ~ ~A e l  
4TH CLASS ENGINEER 
BENCHMAN (M/F) 
Takla Forest Procluctt Limited has Immediate 
openings Inthe above trods categerl~. Current I.W.A. 
wage rate apply along with an axcellent health, 
welfare, pension and ciantal plan. 
For further Information and to make pppllceflon 
I~ease call: 
D.R. wilson 
Pwsonnel Sup~'vtso¢ 
Takla Forest Products 
Ilex:t$4 
Fort St. James, B.C. V0J I P0 
9t~b0241 
~.t~ : . , .  '" 'g ' .~  : ' "  
' " ,  
bA  
i" O=ITiMI. a ,; .~ ,,~, 
t 
• . • j 
%F RSr 
Eye,one who has already bought, or who buys new Canada ~ 
Savings Bonds will get the new higher ates, even though the bond ~ ~ = ~  
certificates have the old rate printed on them. The new rates 
p rovideanaverageannualyteld tO maturityof10.59% for " ~  "--'~- -" 
thosewho buy on or before November 1S. ' ~ 
NEX'r 6 
YEARS 
schedules will continue to be based on the original rate of 
10 %'%, even though all purchasers will receive the new, 
higher rates. 
For cash purchases made after November 15, accrued 
interest will be charged at the new rate of 11% from 
November 1 to the end of the month of purchase. After 
November 15, individuals will not be able to purchase 
~ ~  ~¢ With the increased rates of return, a $100 Compound ~ ~ F 
i : Inte/estBondWiUnow grow to $202.37 at m*aturi~ i a just 7 " - -  ~_ - -  
Year~..,-..", . " -~ .~ ~ f bonds on the Official Monthly Savings 
I /I . l l(Vlt;t  IAIIUR II ~ For purchases on the Payroll Savings Plan andMonlh ly  '" ~ ~ ~  :~ Other features of new Canada Savings Bonds remain I rl ] Savings Plan made on or before November15, payment - -  unchanged. 
Pacific Petroleums has "an excellent career op. 
portunlty for a person desiring to s~cced In the 
aufomntlva service business. A modern two bey set'. 
vice station with wand car wash, located on Highway 
16 In the Industrial community of Vanderhcof, B.C. Is 
available for loess. 
Pacific 66 offers dealer support Including: 
/~lvortlMng and Promotion 
TBA Programs 
All Credit Cards Program 
A person with appropriate background Is preferred, 
but all applications are welcome. Some capital Is 
requlrKI. Direct enqulrln ~0: 
• Dave Pearson 
Pacific Petroleums 
Box 1948 
Postal Station A 
Prince George, B.C. 
Telephone 564.S483 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1 Ill ................ III I I 
RETURN ON PAST SERIES INCREASED 
The return on all outstandingSeries of 
Canada Savings Bonds has been increased to 11% 
for the year beglnning November 1,1979 and to 
101/s% |or each remaining year until the bonds 
mature. Here ar~ the facts: 
SERIES DA'IED BEFORE 197"/ 
Holders of these Series will receive the higher 
rate of return throuRh an increase in the value of 
the cash bonus payable on the maturity date of the 
bonds. The new cash bonuses provide an annual 
return equivalent to 11% from November 1, 1979 
to Octobbr 31,1980 and 101/2% from November 1, 
1980 to maturity. With these new rates the average 
annual yield to maturity from November 1, 1979 
i and bonus pa~able for each Series are as follows: 
t 
Series 
Maturity Average Annual 
Date Yield to Maturity 
Nov. 1 from Nov. 1, 1979 
Cash Bonus 
at Maturity 
per.S100 Bond 
1967/68 1980 11.00% $ 5.00 
1968/69 1982 10.68% $12.28 
1970/71 1981 10.76% $ 5.83 
1971/72 1980 11.00% $ 3.25 
1972/73 1984 10.62% $17.75 
1973/74 1985 10.60% $22.26 
1974/75 1983 10.64% $ 4.20 
1975/76 1984 10.62% $ 6.93 
1976/77 1985 10.60% $10.63 
To receive the cash bonus, the bond must be 
held to maturity. You can however continue tocash 
your'coupons or interest cheques each year and 
still be e'ntitled to the cash bonus. 
1977/78 and 1978/79 SERIES 
With the increased rates, a $1,000 Regular 
Interest Bond of these Series will now pay $110 on 
November 1, 1980 and $105 each November 1
thereafter to maturity. 
Interest on Compound Interest Bonds will 
now accumulate atthe new annual rates. In 
addition, the Bonds will earn interest on interest at 
their new average annual yield to matur i ty -  
o O 10.59 '/o for the 1-977/78 Series and 10.60 '~for 
the 1978/79 Series• A $100 1977/78 Series Bond will 
now grow to $234.37 at maturity in 1986. A $100 
1978/79 Series Bond will now grow to $200.48 at 
maturity in 1985. 
CANADA SAVINGS BONDS-A GREAT CHOICE! 
Page 10, The Herald, Thursday, October 25, 1979 
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Jerry Lamming covers up while Klflmat's Dan Fournler and Terrace's Mike Mowat look on. 
Timbermen hang on 
By DON SCHAFFER 
Herald Staff Writer 
Good goaltending wins 
games, and the Terrace 
Timbermen got  great 
goaltending from Jerry 
Lamming in a 5-4 win over 
the Kitimat Winterhawks 
Wednesday night. 
The Winterhswks oumhot 
the Timbermen 48-29, but 
were stymied time and time 
again by the outstanding 
Lamming.  Ter race  
capitalized on every op. 
portuuity they had, jumping 
to a 3.0 lead in the first 
period and hanging on for the 
win. 
Joe Smoley started the 
scoring at 40 seconds of the 
first when Greg Morgan sent 
him in behind the Kitimat 
dsfence where he deked Cliff 
Sherstabitoff in the Kitimat 
net. 
The Winterhawk wingers 
began to hit the Timbermen 
off the puck in the Terrace 
end, getting them off- 
balance early in the game 
and keeping them that way 
the rest, of the game. The 
T lmbermen's  biggest 
problem was getting the 
puck out, but once they 
managed that they were 
every bit as impressive as 
the Winterhawks on offence. 
Lance Legouffe put the 
Timhermea up 2.0 at 12:38 
when he popped in a rebound 
from a Doug McVey shot. 
Lee Marleau also drew an 
assist on the goal. 
Doug Linton got the first of 
his two goals quickly, at 
13:45, and at that point it 
looked like a repeat of last 
Wednesday's game, a 9-4 
rout of the Winterhawks. 
They didn't let the game get 
out of hand, though, and 
bounced back with a goal by 
big Derek DeGolej. DeGoiej 
parked out front ef Lamming 
and tipped in the rebound 
from a Ron Egan shot at 
18:29. 
Shots on goal in the period 
were even at 11. 
Terrace started the second 
period with a bit of a surge, 
let the Winterhawks bottle 
Blazers 
rolling 
them again, and then scored 
on their first shot of the 
period at 3:52. Greg Morgan 
drilled in a Gord Cochraue 
pass from the slot thnt 
Sherstabitoff had no chance 
on. Smoley carried the puck 
into the Kitimat end to start 
the play. 
The play began to get 
considerably rougher after 
the 4-1 goal. Dave Sharps 
end Brad McDonald took 
slashing penalties at 0:29 of 
the second, but there were no 
major incidents in what 
proved to be mostly a 
cleanly-plnyed game. 
The Winterhawks  
struggled back to within two 
goals on a Blaine Marleau 
slapshot from the faeeoff 
circle to Lamming's left. 
Stacey Smeader sad John 
Rick got assists.. 
McDonald roughed it up 
again with Joe Smoley at 
18:28 of the period, and they 
both went off. Terrace had a 
lot of trouble during the five- 
on-five to the end of the 
period, with Kitimat up- 
plying good pressure and 
forcing mistakes by the 
forwards and dofence. The 
NHL 
Timbermen seemed to want 
to lug the puck out of their 
own end too often, and the 
tenacious foreohecking of 
the Winterhawks ept them 
hemmed for most of the last 
minute. 
Shots in the second period 
were 17-13 for Kitimat. 
The Winterhawks con- 
tinucd to apply pressure on 
the Timhermen and it finally 
paid off with the 4-3 goal at 
2:25 of. the third. Steve 
Kerbrst skated in front of 
Lammingand before anyone 
could hit him, Chris Godfrey 
passed him the puck, which 
he wasted no time in slap 
ping past Lamming. 
Terrace came back at 
point in the period, and had 
their share of scoring 
chances. It wasn't as big as 
Kitimat's share, but they 
were there. The best resulted 
in Deug Linton's second 
goal, which came unassisted 
at 3:25. IAnton won a faeeoff 
to the left of Sherstshitoff, 
walked in tinmolested and 
drilled in-the puck. 
Kitlmat refused to die, and 
really applied pressure. 
They outshot Terrace 20-5 in 
the final period, most of 
those chances coming after 
• Linton's goal. Shots aren't 
always an indicator of the 
play, but in the third period 
they were. Lamming held 
Terrace, while DeGoiej 
stood out at times for the 
Winterhawks with his 
agressivensss. 
Both teams will play Burns 
Lake Braves this weekend, 
the Timbermen on Saturday 
night and the Winterhawks 
on Sunday afternooB. 
TF~,RRA(:E.KITIMAT ~,  
daily herald 
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. F ree  agents  on  l,hc  move 
On a day when several 
baseball players declared 
they were looking elsewhere, 
oue man was staying put for 
four more years. 
A week after the World 
Series concluded, baseball 
kept itself in the headlines 
with some controversy and 
disgrunt lement.  But 
Philadelphia Phillies eat- 
char Bob Boone was happy. 
He signed a four.year cos- 
tract with the PhiUise that 
team personnel director 
Paul Owens aid put Boone 
"inllne with the top three or 
four catchers in the game." 
Boone, 31, hit .~86 in 119 
games with the PMIs in 1979 
with nine home runs sad 58 
RBI. He suffered torn 
ligaments inhis left knee in a 
collision with Joel 
Youngblond of New York 
Meis Sept. 13, and underwent 
surgery four days inter. 
The ch'ances for a 
reconciliation between 
Bobby Bonds and Cleveland 
Indians appear slim. Bonds, 
booed and heckled by 
Cleveland fans throughout 
the senses, :old the club he is 
the Timhermen i  the game exercising ~" - right to be 
over the last 15 minutes, traded, aeco: 'ng to rule 17- 
The Timbermen weren't D of the ~,d~ c agreement 
that badly outclassed, betw~a the Major League 
however. They frequently Players Association and the 
showed flashes of the play club owners. 
He can withdraw his that they showed they are 
capable last week against request up until March 15, 
Kitimat, but the Win -but  considering his 
terhawks were much better numerous clashes with the 
and used aggressive hitting fans, including one for which 
he was fined $500, it is 
to pressure the Terrace unlikely Bonds will remain 
squad. 
• Offensive standouts in the in Cleveland. 
game wereDoug Linton and The Indians also asked 
waivers ou pitcher Paul 
Greg Morgan for the Tim- Reuschel and placed first 
bermen and Blaine Marleau baseman Wayne Cage on the 
for the Winterbawks. Gord roster oL Tacoma of the 
Cochrane played well • on the Pacific Coast League. 
wing and at dofeace for Another unhappy player is 
Houston outfielder Jose 
Cruz, a .289 hitter in 1970. 
Cruz, 32, wants to become a
free agent but the Astres ay 
he has already agreed to a 
J i nxes  fal l  away 
A few long-standing Jinxes 
went by the boards in the Na- 
tional Hockey League 
Wednesday night but Win- 
nipeg Jets ran into a brand 
new one. 
The Jets faced Tony 
Esposlto for the first time in 
their brief NHL history sad 
the 30-year-old goaltender 
welcomed the new arrivals 
from the World Hockey 
Association by recording his 
69th career shutout as 
Chicago Black Hawks 
defeated the Jets 4-0. 
At Los Angeles, the Kings 
caught up with another 
goaltender as the high- 
scoring line of Marcel 
Dionne, Dave Taylor and 
Charlie Simmer aecountnd 
for all the goals in a 5-3 
victory over Washington 
Capitals. 
It wan their flrBt Win over 
the Cape in five meetings 
uipag roster by the Hawks 
before the Jets put together 
their NHL lineup, accounted 
for the fourth. 
Sabres I Penguins 3 
The Buffalo power play, 
successful only four times in 
six previous games, came to 
life in the second period as 
Pittsburgh took three 
penalties and the Sabres 
capitalized on them 'all. 
That gave them a 4-2 lead 
and they added three more 
goals, one of them on another 
power play, before the game 
ended. RIe Soiling scored 
two of the Buffalo goals. 
Kings S Capitals 3
Dionns ran 'his league. 
leading point.total to 22 with 
two goals and two assists. 
Taylor also scored twice sad 
Simmer added his t0th of the 
season as LOs Angeles ee. 
cupied five of the top six 
places in the individual 
scoring race. 
The Dionne-Taylor-  
Simmer line has accounted 
for 27 of the Kings' 39 goals. 
Rangers iS Oilers 2 
Edmonton's five-game 
unbeaten streak ended 
abruptly as New York ratted 
home three goals in a minute 
and 37 seconds, ran their 
total to five by the end of the 
first period and continued to
bombard the Offers' net all 
r~ght. 
Starting goaltender Dave 
Dryden departed after 
letting in two of his first five 
shots and Eddie Mlo had 42 
more to handle before the 
game ended. 
Don Murdooh, D'lf Nllsson 
and Lueien DeBloin had two 
goals apiece for the Rangers, 
who made life easy for 
goaltender John Davidaon i  
his first appearance since 
undergoing off-season knee 
surgery. 
North Store S Blues 2 
After blowing athree-goal 
lead in n 5-5 tie at Edmonton 
Sunday night, Minnesota 
was sharper against St. 
Louis aB Glen Sharpley led 
the way with a two-goal 
performance. 
C|nucks S Maple Leafs l 
Vancouver avenged a 2-0 
defeat at Toronto, out- 
tasseling the Leafs in a 
and their first in 12 against 
Wayne Stephenson, who 
tended goal for Philadelphia 
Flyers before coming to 
Washington this season. 
Buffalo Sabres also 
penalty-filled game that 
produced Ron Sedibauer's 
100th career goal and rookie 
Brant Ashton's first. 
Sodibauer, a 40-goal man 
last season, ended a scoring 
slump by converting Rick 
Blight's goalmouth pass 
early in the third period for 
his second of the year. 
Whalers Z Nordlquen 2 
Defnnceman AI Sims 
salvaged the tie for Hartford 
with less than two minutes 
remaining when he beat 
Quebec gcaltender Michel 
Dion from the left faceoff 
circle. 
The National Basketball 
Association's two longest 
streaks of the season remain 
intact, thanks to a loooe-ball removed S monkey from 
foul with 17 seconds to play their back when they downed 
that allowed Portland's Pittsburgh Penguins 7 -3 -  
j _  ¢ 
Kermit WaBhington to sink their first triumph in 1S 
regular-season games 
against Pittsburgh. 
Elsewhere, New York 
Rangers crushed Edmonton 
Oilers 10-2, Minnesota North 
Stars beat St. Louis Blues 5- 
2, Vancouver CBnueka 
outscored Toronto Maple 
Lenfs 5-1 and Hartford 
Whalers tied 2-2 with Quebec 
Nordiques. 
The results left a traffic 
ibm at the top of the over-all 
NHL standings. Los Angeles, 
Buffalo, Minnesota, Beetsa 
Bruise, Montreal Caeadiens 
and Phlh/delphla Flyers all 
have nine paints. Four more 
clubs are a point behind the 
leaders. 
Black Hawks 4 Jets O 
Esposito, who moved 
within two shutouts of for- 
mer Chicago goalie Harry 
Lumley who is seventh on 
the all-time shutout list, 
credited the entire team with 
his achievement. 
Ted Builey scored three of 
the Chicago goals and Terry 
Ruskowskl, a player 
reclaimed from the Win- 
two decisive free throws. 
These foul shots, followed 
seconds later by 
Washington's block of David 
Thompeon'B shot, gave the 
Trail Blazers an 88-87 victory 
Wednesday night over 
Denver Nuggets. The win 
lifted Porllsnd's record to 8. 
0, tops in the NBA, while the 
Nuggets fell to 0-7 and 
remained the league's only 
winlees team. 
"I don't know that we're 
the best team in the NBA, 
but we do have the best 
record," said Portland coach 
Jack Ramsay. "It's helped 
0rot we have played a lot of 
games at home, but we're 
playing very ".od." 
Elsewhere Wednesday 
night, Philadelphia '76era 
blasted Indians Pacers 132. 
110, Boston Celtics nipped 
Houston Rockets 100-99, 
Detroit Pistons shaded 
Washington Bullets 104.103, 
Atlanta Hawks dumped 
Cleveland Cavaliers 128-118 
and Seatlle SuperSonics beat 
Kansas City Kings 105-92. 
Allstars 
back? 
TORONTO (CP) - -  Only 
final details need to be 
worked out before the 
Canadian Football League's 
all.star game is resurrected 
in Japan, George Reed, 
president ofthe CFL Players 
Aseoclatian, said Tuesday. 
"I will be in Japan from 
Nov. 4 to Nov. II and l'm 
confident everything will be 
finalized during that time," 
said Reed, a furmer all-star 
fullback with Saskatchewan 
Roughriders, who was in- 
• ducted into the CFL Hall of 
Fame last Sunday. 
Reed said the game was 
originally scheduled for 
December but, because 
certain matters could not be 
ironed out in time, wan 
pushed back to late Febru- 
ary or early March. 
AIRPORT BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY 
VEHICLE  RENTAL  LOCATIONS 
Terrace Airport 
TRANSPORT CANADA is calling fenders on an Air- 
port.by-Airport basis to provide vehicle rental services 
to air travellers at the following Transport Canada 
Airports: 
Tenders will be conducted In a single stage. Tenderers 
will be required 1o submit a financial offer and provide 
corporate, operational and marketing Information. 
The successful tenclerers will enter Into Ilcence 
agreements with Transport Canada for a term of five 
years commencing January 1, 1980. They will be ex. 
pocted to provlcle a high level of service to air 
travellers wishing to rent vehicles at Transport 
Canada Airports. 
Interested persons may obtain tender documents at 
either of the addresses below: 
Airport Manager's Office, 
Terrace Airport. 
or 
Mr. F.B. Wong, 
Ragtonal Superintendent 
Material Management, 
Room 405.739 West Hastings Street, 
Vancouver, B.C. V6C 1A2. 
Sealed and marked tenders will be received 0p to 11:00 
hours (local time) on Friday, November 23, 1979 In the 
office of the following: 
Mr. F.B. Worts, 
Raglonal Superintendent 
Materiel Management, 
Room 405-739 West Hastings Street, 
Vancouver, B.C. V6C IA2 
Atender br!eflng meeting will be hel d at the following 
time and Iocatlor~: 
15:00 hours (local time), 
Friday, November 9, 1979, 
East Banquet Room, 
Lakelse Motor Hotel, 
,4620 Lakelss Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C. 
five-year contract. 
So the team went to court 
and got a 10-day restraining 
Clippers, 
Orphans 
order  Wednesday  
~ ohiblting Cruz from coming a free agent. A 
hearing on the Antros' 
request for a permanent 
injunction wIH be held Nov. 
I. 
The Astros claim Cruz and 
his agent, Jack Chllders, 
signed an agreement last 
July for a $1.8-million, five- winners year pact. Childers ays it 
Tuesday night's Com- was a 30-day agreement that 
merciai Basketball League hinged on certain 
action saw Ev's Clippers 
beat Kluss and Sons 74-69, 
and Sknena Hotel edge AH 
Seasons 77-75. 
High scorers in the first 
game were Dale Prest with 
28 and Dave Crawley with 21 
for Ev's, and Willie Chemko' 
with 29 nnd Erie Muff with 14 
for Kluss. 
Skeena Hotel's top scorers 
were Jim Cheekley with 19, 
with Joe Prokopchuk and 
JoB Gerbsa with 15 each. 
Mike Ireland and Greg Ross 
each scored 20 for All 
Seasons. 
Next action is tonight at 
Skcena Junior Secondary 
with Kluss taking on Skeena 
Hotel and All Seasons ~ 
meeting Ev's Clippers. 
Games begin at 8 p,m. sad 
9:30 p.m. 
agreements and now is voldl 
Seattle slugger Willie 
Horton told the Mariners he 
intends to become a free 
agent. Horton had one of his 
best seasons, hitting .279 
with 29 home runs and 
driving in 106 runs. Horten, 
36, is seeking a multi-year 
contract. 
Other Mariners opting for 
free-agent status were 
pitcher Wayne Twitohell and 
utilltyman Bobby Valentine. 
Soccer ,  , , 'ball  
at a ledon ia  
This weekend Caledonia 
Senior Secondary School will 
host volleyball and soccer 
playdays. 
New Aiyansh wiU meet 
Nishga t 9:30 a.m. Saturday 
to begin the soccer playday. 
Girls volleyball will begin at 
9:30 a.m. in the gym at Cal, 
and boys ~/olleyball will start 
at 11 a.m. 
Next week, between • 
Monday and Friday, COl will 
be reapeating last year's 
fruit blitz. C~ledonia nd 
Thornhfll Jtmior Secondary 
studenlswill be selling boxes 
of oranges.and grapefruits 
house to house in the 
Terrace-Thornhfll area. 
Small boxes of the fruit 
will cost $10 and large boxes 
will be $18. According to Bob 
Copper, last ye .ar's sale was 
very SuccesBfifl, with the 
fruit selling out quickly. He 
said it was high quality 
produce and he expects this 
year's ale to go well. 
OCT. 24/79 
If the last six, five. four or three digits on your ticket are identical to and in the same 
order as the winning numbers above, your ticket is eligibleto win thecorresponding prize. 
last 6 digits WIN $1,O00 
last 5 digits WIN $100 
last 4 digits WIN -. $25 
last 3 digits Five dollars wodh of Express Tickets 
redeemable by presenting the WHOLE TICKET to any partici- 
pating retailer or by following the claim procedure on the back 
of the ticket. 
REDEMPTION OF CASH PRIZES 
Major Cash Prizes: Winners of major prizes, including Bont, s and Surprize prizes may 
claim their prize by following the claim procedure on the back of the ticket. 
Other Cash Prlzes: Other cash prizes, up toand including St,000 may be cashed at any 
branch of the Canadian Imperial Bank of Commerce only in British Columbia, Alberta, 
Saskatchewan, Manitoba and the Yukon. or by following the claim procedure on the 
back of the ticket• 
In he event of discrepancy between this hst and the olficlaS winning numbers hat as cert~t=ed by 1he auG=lots 
= of the Foundation. the latter sha~l orevad =.~ 
Winning Numbers Oct. 241 
100 BONUS NUMBERS WIN $5,000 EACH 
FOR EXACT NUMBER ONLY 
Listed in numerical  order, for your  coltvenience.  
1175614 31727?4 4629133 
133676? 3175217 4633535 
1454176 3260927 4687386 
1474391 3g68077 4729076 
1647454 3458039 4790754 6046175 
1651721 3484143 479289 6859017 
1681624 3544922 49M381 6075691 
1720594 35SOt61 5076545 6096~6 
• 1840174 3419182 5458130 8944453 
1074248 342|T/5 5462114 7013075 
1960455 ,3429890 ,r~9860 1 7017419 
1992976 3473943 3479660 711 t 109 
2922420 3731478 57420?6 . ' 7142b'~2 
2118971 3855~4 STSOMO 7221023 
2394569 3160287 ~996357 7229069 
2450750 3973~9 6059168 7281464 
2524239 39987~ 6150051 7290616 
3437060 4064764 6154~09 7357677 
2791342 4113649' 6296394 7484738 
2629991 4995565 . ~34833 7594545 
BM340 4324064 6045529 7/10419 
21M07O 4331974 6459843 704906 
21170370 4391100 6012848 7899469 
3030612 '. 4454872 .. ~$824 
3080417 4540547 6079644 
3112~5 4571977 6721404 
31364102 4582730 6776744 
OCT, 1~; ANn OCT, 24, 1979 TICKET NUMBERS ELIGIBLE FOR OCT 24 BONUS PRIZES, 
